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Law School Talent S-h ow a Hit

E

In corning
President's
Message
to the
Students

H

wdy from the President! I was tinue to promote SBA funded activities
asked to write an article for Mo- like the first year orientation program, the
ions to tell you about myself and Halloween party, the Boat Cruise, and the
what I plan to do as your next SBA Presi- Graduation party. The SBA will continue
dent.
the long range goals begun this year to get
First, I would like to thank everyone more student involvement in University
who came out and voted, even those who administrative decisions. By putting studid not vote for me. The important thing is dents on Board of Trustee committees, and
that people came out and got involved. University wide ~ommittees, we can make
One of my concerns is that not enough law the Law School more responsive to stustudents want to be involved in what is dent concerns, and as paying customers,
happening on our campus. Many see the can have a more effective voice in adSBA as useless or a waste of time, and I dressing issues important to students.
hope to change that this year. Because
So, now that I have gotten the crummy,
regardless of what some think, the SBA but true, political garbage out of the-way,
still drains about $50 from their pockets. I let me get to some semi-interesting stuff.
believe that if you pay, you should get Congra~ulations to all the other candidates
something out of it. So, one of my com- who were elected. Condolences (to all
mitments is to find ways to get you the four candidates) to those who were in a
most use out of your SBA fees. To help tun-off, what a pain-in-the-butt. At least
me accompli_sh this, I am asking everyone now we can all concentrate on finals. Hopefor suggestions on things you think could fully everyone who was concerned enough
· improve the SBA and the use of your stu- to p~rticipate in the elections will help their
dent fees. I hope you will find me to be a fellow students out by staying involved in
very open person, and you can approach some way next year.
me anytime with your suggestions.
A little bit about myself: I am a San
In the coming school year I will co~- Diego native, who had the misfortune to
move to Arkansas for high school and meet

.

-

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Law Review Editorial 'Board
Selections Spark Controversy

law school and have some fun at the same
time. "It takes the sting out of it if you can
laugh and think about it in a funny way,"
says Larissa Kehoe, writer, star, and .coBy Laleaque Grad
producer, who was a driving artistic force
omplaints about the fairness and
behind this year's presentation.
propriety of the selection process
Larissa was offended by the cover of
used to determine the incoming San
last month's National Jurist magazine de- Diego Law Review Editorial Board caused
picting a naked female law student covered the law school administration to intervene
in .money. "Women have worked so hard in the process and institute sanctions against
to gain respect in this profession, and then three Law Review members.
you get something like this," she said. . She
On April 3, 1995, the Editorial Board
kicked off this years show as the 976- for the 1994-95 school year (Volume 32)
LAWW Girl, wearing a platinum wig and a announced its selections for the 1995-96
swimsuit covered with dollar bills. She Editorial Bo~rd (Volume 33).
wanted to show how ridiculous the cover
According to Volume 33 Editor-inwas. "It shows poor judgment," she said, Chief Kathryn Homing, the new Board
"although the editor appears to be a members were supposed to commence their
woman."
positions on April 17. However, in the
Another skit lampooned Career Ser- wake of multiple complaints regarding the
vices, which has a reputation for ignoring process used to select the new Board, Dean
students who aren't on law review. Several Strachan ordered that all Law Review acstudents approached the career services desk tivities be halted until the controversy sur. to ask for help with resumes and were met rounding the selection process was investiwith the stem rebuke "Binders." Then a gated and resolved.
top ten-percenter arrived and was served
The law school administration is unwine. When a top five-percenter arrived, willing to release any of the following
the career services employees pushed the pieces of information: (I) the factual alleten-percenter aside and sprinkled the five- gations contained in the complaints regardpercenter with rose petals, commanding the ing the selection proce'ss, (2).the names of
other students to kneel in the presence of the law review members who were alleged
Bob-I-have-a-job.
to have engaged in wrongful conduct, and
A skit about l Ls gave students a chance (3) the nature of the sanctions taken against
to portray the people who annoyed them. the implicated law review members.
One student brought a huge computer and
Law School Dean Kristine Strachan
banged away while the students around him confirmed that sanctions have been imstrained to hear the professor. Another posed against three Law Review members
. -- all members of the old Board who were
(Continued on page 16)
conducting interviews with applicants for
positions on the new Board.
According to Strachan, disciplinary
matters are always confidential. Strachan
explained that proceedings against those
involved were informal. Strachan refused
to explain exactly what motivated her decision to resolve the accusations informally
rather than formally. However, she noted
that some factors involved in the decision
included her determination that the accused
did not act maliciously, understood the harm
that they inflicted, and were sorry about
their behavior.
Strachan said that the sanctions imposed are "frankly nobody's business." She

C

By Fred Hagen
ver wonder why career services gives
the most assistance to the students
who need it the least? Puzzled by
priorities that allow undergraduates and Cal
Westerners to take over the library during
finals wee..k? Annoyed at paying $18,000 a
year to get a condescending professor who
is above teaching the law that you need to
know for the bar? How about the student
that plays video games on a laptop while
you are trying to understand the Rule
Against Pe..Petuities?
The annual talent show has evolved
into a way to deal with the frustrations of

•

then governor Bill Clinton when he ran a
little state smaller than the city of San
Diego. It is kind of like going from managing a Seven-Eleven to managing IBM,
except of course most Seven-Elevens are
cleaner and in better financial condition.
Well, enough of that, I don't really have
anything against Arkansas or our President.. The important part is that I moved
back to San Diego, did some undergrad
work at San Diego State, (if you can call it
work) and then worked for a year and.a
half before entering USO Law. I was an
evening student my first year and continued to work 40-50 hours a week while
going to school. I went to summer school
in Greece last summer, and those of you
who are going abroad this summer have A
LOT to look forward to. I didn't get a job
in the Fall resume drop. Or the Spring one
either. Or through Career Services: In
fact, I still don't have a paying job lined
up. I suppose that means I will have plenty
of time to clean out John Doherty's stuff
from the SBA office.
O.K., enough boring stuff about me.

(continued on page 3)

also refused to comment on the nature of
the formal proceedings which could have
been pursued by the administration.
Although the law school administration is unwilling to release the specific facts
surrounding the controversy, several Law
Review members from both the old and the
new Boards who were involved in the process have discussed the subject with Motions.
According to Homing, the interview
process was set up so that each applicant
interviewed in four rooms with a group of
three Board members in each of the rooms.
Robin Felix, a Law Review member,
explained that: "There were allegations by
interviewees that one group asked inappropriate, sexually oriented questions, .made
improper personal remarks concerning applicants, and were drinking beer during the
interview."
Another Law Review member who
went through the ipterviewing process but
wishes to remain anonymous added that:
"The [same group of three] interviewers
were asking sexually explicit questions of
applicants, both about sexual orientation
and the sex lives of applicants... {and] drew
a graphic representation of male genitalia
on the chalkboard, depicting it as diseased..."
In an interview with Motions, Strachan emphasized: "It's highly disputed what occurred. There are a lot of rumors, gossip,
and innuendo by people who don't know
about the facts:..Unless they were one of
the parties to the controversy, they ought
not to engage in speculation."
Following the surfacing of complaints
containing these allegations regarding the
interview process, Strachan ordered that an
investigation be conducted by Assistant
Dean Carrie Wilson.
Throughout the course of her investigation, Wilson spoke to approximately 24
students including members or the old Board
and both applicants who were selected-for
positions and applicants who were not. Wilson explained that although some of these
students were solicited for interviews dur(Contin~ud

on page 12)
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Trials and Tribulations - A 2L 's account ofher experiences with USD's
trial team.
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SBA Election Results-- See
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By Franklin A. Weston
Senior Reference Librarian
ABRAMSON, JEFFERY. We, the Jury; The
jury system and ,the ideal of democracy.
Traces the changes arid evolution, in the
jury system, and asks questions about the
modern system and its workings .
ARTHUR, JOHN . Words That Bind; Judicial review and the grounds of modern constitutional theory. Offers a careful and balanced treatment of constitutional interpre'
tation and judi<:ial review.
BAUBOCK, RAINER. Transnational Citizenship; Membership and rights in international migration. Discusses the definition
and extension of citizenship rights and analyzes the rules of naturalization and expatriation in liberal democratic 'states.
BELL, DERRICK.- Confronting Authority;
Reflections of an.ardent protester. Reflects
on the story of a Harvard. law professor
who 'chooses dismissal from his tenured
position ·rather than end his protest over
t~e law school's continuing failure to grant
tenure to any woman of color.
-BURGER, WARREN E. . it ls So Ordered;
A Constitution unfolds. Examines 14 of
the pivotal cases and historical events that
defined the Constitution's real-life application.
CLARK, BLUE. Lone Wolf v Hitchcock;·
Treaty rights & Indian. JalJ at the end of the
Nineteenth Century. Discusses one of the
landmark Ca$eS in u ~ s. relations 'with Indian tribes and the enunciation of the '·'plenary power" doctrine--that the ·U.s: could
unilaterally act in violation of its own treaties and t~at Congress could dispose of land
recognized by treaty as belQnging to individual tribes.
COURTER, GAY. /Spi!fi k"''For TIJis. Child;
Tr_ue stories of a child advocate. ·Recounts
experiences as. a Guardian ad Litem, a volunteer court-appointed advocate for children involved in the legal system.

the LRC?

JACOBS, LAWRENCE R. The Health of
Nf1tions; Public opinion and the making
of American and British health policy.
Compares the impact of public opinion
on two historic health ·care reforms in the
. U.S. and Britain and challenges conventional analysis of policy making.

New Column!
WIRED at the LRC
Sy Professor Nancy Carol Carter

The LRC's Technical Expert
Legal Research Center Director
Larry Dershem, a lawyer-librarian with
During the past year; the LRC spon- over ·20 years of experience, a national
sored two popular Technology Expos at the reputation for his publications, and a depth
law school. The enthusiastic stude.nt and of technical knowledge, recently joined the
faculty response is just one~more sign of the LRC staff as the Reference Librarian/ComKLEIN, ROBERT fl.. The Handbook of times: technology is on everyone's mind, puter Research Specialist. Larry can be
Derivatives & Synthetics; Innovations, even in the deepest reaches of legal educa- found in the Reference office from IO:OO
technologies and strategies in the global tion and law practice.
a.m: to 6:00 p.m. most days and he is a font
markets. Covers all aspects of the mar- .
The LRC stays attuned to technological of information for aspiring cyberlawyers,
ket, from .both. a U.S. and International developments and incorporates new- techand their less technically-oriented classperspective.
, nology into its programs whenever it is eco- mates who appr~ach computers as a neces~
nomically feasible to·do so. .Increasing em- sary evil.
LANDA, JANET TAL Trust, Ethnfcity,
phasis
is placed on advancing student and
Next year, Larry Dershem will take
and Identity; Beyo!Jd the new institutional
economics 'of ethnic trading networks, faculty knowledge of new technologies and over this column for regular updates on
contract law, and gift-exchange. Consid- aiding researchers in making the most ef- LRC technology; electronic research, users the coordinating role of the three ma- fective use of electronic resources.
ing g-0phers and home pages to find legal·
jor nonprice institutions (ethnic t r a d i n g ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - information, what's hot on theCALR datanetworks, contract law, aitd gift exchange) Lutherans, and other groups, and explores the . bases, and other technical topics.
in economizing on transaction costs and background of cases in which ,the Supreme
Tell it to the Judge!
·
thus facilitates the process of exchange in Court invalidated laws that restricted the teachBefore
the
semester
is
over,
students
decentralized economies in different h·is- ing of foreign languages and compulsory pubare
invited
to
check
out
one
of
the
liveliest
torical contexts.
lic education. '
legal res~rch sources you'll find anywhere:
McCOUBREY, HILAIRE. Iiiternational SCHAFER, JUDITH KELLEHER. Slavery, the interactive ·video coilrtroom in the LRC
Organizations and Civil Wars . Describes the Ci vi/Law, and the Supreme Court.of Loui-· Med.ia room (next doortci the Lexis room).
and analyzes the operation of international siana. Analyzes the evolution of Louisiana's Students studying evidence or trial advoinsJitutions in the aversion regulation, and slave laws from the early handwritten deci- . cacy definitely should not miss this source,
mitigation of non-international armed con- . sions covering 1,200 appeals involving slaves but anyone interested in getting a feel for
flict.
as plaintiffs, defendants, or objects in law- coun: room action should try out one of the
suits.
programs. You respond to the video action
MURCHISON, KENNETH M. Federal
and
the judge replies.
Criminal Law Doctrines; The forgotten SCHEUERMAN, wiLLIAM E. /1etween the .
.A student recently left this message in
influence of national prohibition. Offers Norm and the Exception; The Frankfurt School
a close look at the de_velopment of legal and the Rule of Law. Considers the core the LRC suggestion box: "I am extremely
thought during the era of prohibition and issue of whether society can offer its citizens pleased with the innovative and engaging
documents 'the impact of prohibition on welfare-state guarantees and still preserve the interactive laser disk programs you are oflaw as an: intellectual t.discipline.
liberal v.ision of a norm-based legal system.
fering. I learned a great deal the first time I
sat down with [a] program. The interactive
NASIR, JAMAL J. The Status of Women 'SIL VERSTIEN, MARK. Judicious Choices; technique is particularly stimulating and
Under Islamic Law, 2nd ed. Addresses The new politics of Supreme Court confirmaeffective."
the legal rights and obligations of women tions. Looks at the p9litics behind the confirunder the 'Shari'a and under modern Is- mation process and the transformatians of this
, ·!ami~ le~islati~~: inc,l~din~, s~c~itfJlsi . on process from a simple voice vote of the Senmamage and d.1ssolcut1on of marriage. · ate to' a tortured polftical spectacle.

NA VARRO, VICENTE .. The Politics of SPINNER" JEFF. The Boundaries of CitizenHealth Policy; The U.S. reforms, 1980- . ship; Rafe, ethnicity, and nationality in the
1994. Analyzes \he soeio-economic ..and liberal state. Addresses the question of how
EIGEN, JOEL PETER. Witnessing Insan- political forces that explain : the federal · protection of the rights of individuals affects
ity; Madness and mad-doctors in the En- health policies of the U.S. and discusses the cultural identity of th~se individuals by
glish .court. Investigates the evolution of .the major political ~_nd social forces re- focusin& on the Amish, Hasidic Jews, and
medical testi'mony in Bfitish insanity trials sponsible for the public policies of suc- African Americans in the U.S., and the Quebecois in Canada.
from its beginnings in 1760 to 1843, when cessive U.S. administrations.
the Insanity Rules were forinulated. ·
OSIANDER, ANDREAS. The StatesSys- STROSSEN, NAOINE. Defending PornogEL Y, JAMES W., Jr. The Chief Justiceship tern of Europe, 1640- 1990; Peacemaking raphy; Free speech, sex, and the fight for
of Melvilfe W. Fuller, J888-19 JO. Pro- and the conditions of international stabil- women's rights. Offers a unique perspective
vides an analysis of the Chief Justice as a ity. Looks at the four ~lljor European on the history of·obscenity laws, and shows
judicial administrator and his commitments peace congresses and shows how a pre- that c·ensorship has long been used as a tool to
to economic liberty, security of private '" vailing consensus on certain structural · repress information vital , to women's equalproperty, limited government, and states' concepts--such as the balanceofpower or ity, health, and reproductive autonomy.
rights .
national self-determination-::has influenced the evolution of the system and UNIACKE, SUZANNE. Permissible Killing;
ENGLISH, T. J. Born to Kill; America's determined its stability or lack of stabil- The self~defence justification of homicide,
Discusses the nature of moral and lc;gal justimost notorious Vietnamese gang, and the ity.
fication and excuse, natural law justifications
changing face of organized crime. Traces
the rise of the criminal gangs in America's O'SULLIVAN, ARTHUR. Property Taxes of homicide in self-defence, the Principle of
Asian underworld made up of refugees from & Tax Revofts; The legacy of Proposition Double Effect and the claim that homicide in
13. Discusses the origin and hist.my gfptop~ self-deJence is justified as.unintended killing,
Vietnam.
erty tax revolts and examines the conse- and the.question of self-preferential killing.
FLETCHER, GEORGE P. With Justice for quences of property tax limitation_s. .
WATSON, ALAN . TheSpiritofRomanLaw.
Some; Victims' rights in criminal trials.
Confronts the flaws in America's system of PIERSON, PAUL. Dismantling the Wel- Discusses the issues and problems that faced
criminal prosecution and explains how mis- fare State? Reagan, Thatcher, and the poli- the Roman intelligentsia .during the period of
tics ofretrenchment. Offers a careful analy- 451 B.C. to 235 A.D. by looking at the values
carriages of justice have become endemic.
sis of.the pplitics-of social policy in an era and approaches of.those who made the law. .
FRITH, SIMON, ed. Music and Copyright. of austerity and. conservative governance.
WELLS, CHl\RLOT;TE C. Law and CitizenLooks at the. state of intellectual property
in the age of digital technology and POMMERSHEIM, FRANK .. Braid ofFeath- ship in Early Modem: France. Argues that the
globalizatiorl and shows how copyright law ers; American Indian Jaw and contemporary French notion of citizenship and.its civil rights is
determines the structure of the international tribal life. Traces the development of In- not a product of the En!ightenment, but actually ·
dian law from the 1770s to the present, and stems from the French Renaissam;e.
music business.
offers an analysis of the tribal courts.
ZIMRING, FRANKLIN E. lnc;ipacitation; PeGOMEZ-QUINONES, JUAN.
Mexican
PRESTON,
IV
AN
L.
The
Tangled
Web
nal confinement and the restrainioicrime. Shows
American Labor, 1790-1990. Focuses on
the history of the worker efforts. to orga- They Weave; Truth, falsity & advertisers. thejncreasing reliance on~;estrai~t to justify.imnize trade unions in the Southwest and Cali- Provides lively anecdotes and examples of · prisonment, analyzes the existing . theories on
·how advertisers offer clever presentation of incapacitation's effects, assesses·the current emfornia.
lies to make ·advertising entertaining to con- pirical research, reports: orr :a new study, and
HOWARD, PHILIP K. The Death of Com- . sumers and points.out that this, while full of. .explores the links betwi en wh~( isckno\vn about
·
incapacitation and what ittetJs'us,about out crimimon Sense; How law is suffocating falsity, is quite legal.
..nal justice policy. c ' -:,., :·i l''
America. Grinds up sacred legal.cows, one
after another, and shows how they lead to · ROSS, WILLIAM G. Forging New Freethe bureaucracy and laws that frustrate and doms; Nativism, educatibn, ·and the Consti~
tution, 1917-1927. Explains the origins of
humiliate every citizen.
.
nativistic hostility toward German and Japanese Americans, Roman Catholics,
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Si1nplify Your Su1n1ner

Mock Trial Tea1n
Continues the Winning Tradition
Nation~.l

3

..
By Kenneth Long
"Guess what I'm going to do this sumBy Stacey James
/
·
mer?" I ask my equally mediocre friends.
or the past four years, USD's na- place two teams in the final four out
They ask if I'm going into the FBI. That I
don't know. I made the FBI in December,
tional mock trial. team ha~ been of 22 teams. I'm really proud of all
voted the best tnal team m the the students who participated. This
but they are still doing a backvound check
Ninth Circuit, which includes law competition was one of the most, conand might find out I shot a firecracker in
schools from California, Arizona, Ne- tentious I've ever seen, yet both teams
my sling-shot and broke my cousin's earvada~ Oregon, Washington, Alaska and really came through and performed addrum when I was eight. Waiting for them
Hawaii. This year is no different, mirabty; as is our tradition. They were
is like being in front of the bar of God
thanks to USD's great showing at the superb."
.
every day, always remembering past sins.
Association of Trial Lawyers of
As recognition for anotheroutstand"Are you going to take the offer in MaryAmerica Western- Regional Competi- ing year, the USO team has again been
land?" It took me 25 minutes to find the
tiqn held last March in Santa Monica invited the National Invitational Tourtown this offer came from. I'm in no hurry
and Malibu. Both USO teams ad- nament of Champions. This year's comto move there. "What about the Public
vanced to the final round and, when petition, to be held in St. Petersburg,
Defender in Las Vegas?" they continue to
all was said and done, came home with Florida in October will includP, the best
inquire. I could defend all my buddies
from high school, but I am a prosecutor at pages, in search of a low-cost psychiatrist. first and second place.
11 teams from each of the 11 judicial
heart and I don't know if my conceding I tried to show her the pictures of cozy · . The team of Uley Norris and Ryan circuits plus five at-large teams who will
that the defendant deserves punishment Vermont inns while she groaned that I had Markson as . advocates and Kelly compete for the title of the best trial
would go over too well among defense finally gone off the deep end and was re- Schorr and Evan Kitahara as witnesses team in the nation. In 1993, the USO
attorneys. Then there is the internship in fusing to come back to the harsh realities won the annual ATLA Western Re- trial team won this national invitational
Colorado that doesn't pay. Not sure I could oft'1e approaching Tax final. I went to my gional championship. The team of tournament, and over the past five years
do that. I like to climb more than I like to night class, yet my mind was in Vermont. Holly Denton and David Bigelow as has placed in the top five teams in the
When I came home I expected anot:1er advocates and Stacey James and Gary nation in national competitions. Next
work and if they both pay the same. ...
Hard decisions.
~ scolding about my love of recreation and
Sharp as witnesses took second place. year's competition schedule promises to
Summer is a difficult time for law stu- avoidance of work. She was going to re- Professor Corky Wharton, coach of the be challenging, but the national mock
dents - we try and make too much of it. mind me of that 200 pound backpack of trial team since 1987 said, '~ It's quite trial team has their sights set on conGotta get that job, bust-that-bottom and climbing gear I took on our honeymoon in an accomplishment for one school to tinuing their winning tradition.
make sure an offer comes. , Sorr.e choose Zion, I just knew it. Silence. Then she
between offers, others follow-up on the said "a six day tour is $800.oO." lfwe are
Help Wanted signs at Thrifty Mart (espe- in D.C., we'll drive up for the weekend
cially after re-applying for financial aid). tour. lfwe go to Golden, we'll have to fly
Solution: Ride a bicycle in Vermont. That's from Denver, but I want to stay longer if
we fly. If we're in Vegas we could probwhat I'm going to do.
I was discussing my summer agonies ably fly cheap . . . .
_ . .
~ She saw th~ . pictures. Like ' me,' .she ·
with my friends. All of them had the same
advice: +'(f t~ere 's a .steady paycheck - had never seen anything as beautiful as the
Sign!" Then it happened. I swiped a small white churches set against a clear
Bicycle Vermont catalog from Sport Cha- blue sky and .rich pine. There were sparlet while business was·slow. I took a look -kling lakes, rivers, and streams. We reinside and saw nice cows and a white coun- viewed the catalog, imagining ourselves
try store with smiling tourists. On the next lost in small towns under a strange sky.
page a couple was relaxing in a hammock We spoke long into the evening of maple
amidst a sea of green. They couldn't have syrup and the pine needl~s of New Enfaked a smile like that. I had to close the gland. We t~lke~ of summer rains, antique
catalog or I would never get back to work. stores, ·res't-hikes, and home::made-waffles. ·
The rest of the working day I was dream- Vermont is so much of everything that San
ing about those friendly cows I saw and Diego is no~. We missed place that nei- Winning Temn:Back Row: David Bigeww, Gary- Sharp, Coach Professor Gorky Wharton, Ryan
imagining myself feeding oats to gentle ther of us had seen. That was the end of
Markson, Kelly Schorr. Front Row: Stacey James, /Jolly Denton, U ley Norris, Evan Kitahara
New England horses.
·
the discussions about th~ summer. After 1 - - - - - - - -- -----'-----'--- - - - - - - - - -- - - - I went home and analyzed every pho- Ted Koppel we went to bed, dreaming of Presidenl s Message (corilinued frum page I)
tograph in the catalog. The scenery was so Vermont like small children before Chri'st~ There is only one last pertinent fact you fit 16. So now you can take 10 units in Law
green, so rich, I saw viQtage shops, quiet mas. We wait for our tum in the green.
should.know. The name of your President School second semester, and 3 units at the
roads, and honest people who eat gumbo.
The Bicycle Vermont Catalog is not will change next term in October. You businessschool. Youpaypart-timetuitionat
I imagined picnics and small dogs, and for lightweights or the overly ambitious. I won't be getting a new president, only the the law school which covers up to 11 units.
friendly chats with the guides named Merna have shown the.pictures to two others. One same one with a new name. You see, 1·am The unused unit will cover part of the cost of
and Dawn. For a brief ·moment I knew wandered back into the bike shop to getting married, and will be combining my · the 3 units at the business school, whose
exactly where I wanted to be and what I check on rentals, another bought fishing last name with my fiancee's last name so units cost less anyway. So you just pay the
wanted to be doing. I have not felt that lures · to butter up her husband before that we can both share new one. If this is difference, or what'sleft over. At the end of
way with summer approaching. Ifl ·go to telling him she cancelled their summer too mushy and disgustingly warm and fuzzy your second year, you now have 64 units,
Washington, D.C., will I wish I was in plans in Mexico. I found my one thing, a for you, Mot~ons makes a great barf bag with 21 remaining.
Colorado? Ifl'm in Las Vegas, will I wish place to go where the intolerable pres- [Editor's Note: So do the SBA minutes.] if
So, you again pay part time, take IO
I 1'ad moved East? For a time, I could sures of school canno.t follow. Most who you fold it in quarters and open it up like a Law units and three business units. . Your
smell the trees, feel the New England heat, see the pictures will agree. There is a cone. Atanyrate,mynameafterOctoberl st final semester, you only have to take 8
and experience Vermont, just for a mo- microcosm of ·sanity left, even during will be David Krause-Leemon, rather than · Law units, which you can pay for on a per
ment. No more wondering what to do.
law school.
David Krause. (I'm Secretly hoping that the unit basis, so that you don' t waste any
I emerged from the bathroom, catalog
In the coming days my plans will name sounds so·legalistic that it will have money on unused credits. YOU SAVE
· in hand, and told my wife I had decided for finalize. The FBI will tell ine if I am a ~potential employers beating down my door.) THOUSANDS.
sure what we were going to do .this sum- . good man or a bad man, ·or I will make
Now, this is an extreme example, and
Now, for those of you who managed
mer. She was eager to know so we could plans to move home to Nevada. Maybe to stick with this poor excuse for an article doesn' t take into account credit load restart finalizing plans. "We' re going to ride Colorado. Maybe Maryland. Who cares. this far, a treat: how to save thoui;ands on quirements for student loans, etc. Howour bicycles in Vermont." Her silence was No longer that big of a deal, each place tuition. Here is the trick: in your last ever, there are many variations on· this
followed by the shuffling of phone book is j ust a step in the road to Vermont. '
semester of second year, or one or both theme. For instance, going into my third
semesters of third year, pay for part time year, and paying $2900 for summer school,
tuition at the law school, but take up to six the variation I have chosen gjves me partunits at the business school and pay the ~tuition my entire third year, two business
.cheaper tuition rate over there. The credits school courses, and saves me about $1800 for
Right now the disaster victims
transfer, and count towards residence units. the year even counting· paying for summer
need food, clothing and a place to
The grades don' t transfer, but you do have · school, as Compared to two semesters of fullfeel safe. Your money will help.
to get at least a B in the class. This Is not · time tuition.
difficult, because the grades are not curved
lfyouhavequestiQ11Saboutthis little known
in most classes. This sounds difficult to tuition secret, ask me, or better yet, ask Carrie
explain, but let me give you an example:
Wilsonwhoisdefinitelythepersonintheknow.
Suppose you are a finishing first year 'Just a friendly tip brought to you by your new
student, who plans to take Summer School President-elect. Thanks for listening and I hope
this summer. After your first year you have - to see you all in a great new school year. I will
29 credits and lets suppo8e you take 6 credits be contacting people in their mail, boxes soon
during the summer for a total of35. So you about being involved.
need 50 more to graduate, which works out Sincerely,
to 25 per year. Full time tuition covers up to ..,.\ ,,.JJ ,,,,,_
,,.
16 units, so for your first semester second V~ ~'UUeve
year, take as many as you can. Lets·say you President, USD Student Bar Association
AmericanRedCross
(619) 291-2620
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Preparation for July 1995 California Bar Exam
Begins May 24, 1.995
What Fleming's Fundamentals of Law Bar Review will do for you ...
•.Provide an Extensive Writing Workshop (with.einphasis on Analysis, Organization and Writing).
• Provide Live Individual Reviews in the Substantive Law for all Bar Subjects with corresponding Outlines (Appro?ches
emphasized).
This material is available only through Fleming's Fundamentals of Law.
.
• Teach Substantive Law Exam Approach for each Bar Subject.
• Teach Issue Recognition through Exam Analysis for each Bar Subject.
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each Bar Subject (the Key to.a Passing Answer).
•Provide Writing Techniques for each Bar Subject. (Emphasis on Crossover Examinations.)
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format. .
.
• Analyze and Outline over 90 Bar Hypotheticals in class.
• Provide an opportunity for the student to Write Over 34 Bar Hypotheticals.
• Prpv~de Extensive Individual Cassette Critiques of the exams written by the student:
• Provide 32 Hours of in-class Instruction, Materials and Training for the Performance Examination
(minimum of l4files presented).
·
',
• Provide Constant Review of All Subject Matter throughout course.
• Provides 2,200 Multiple Choice Questions with study approach.
.-,
• Provide R~~iew of Over 22? Pre~Select~dM~l~istate9uestions emphasizint~ultistate. Ex~m Tec~niques :. . _. ... ·· ··
and Readmg Comprehension Pitfalls. .~
&.
.
.
·
. · ... _ . i
.

I
~
~

·~
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~

;

~

~
~
~

I
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.

Write .. ~
the
·Right

Course Schedule

.·

'>--~,Way

.

Weeks One through Seven
-Saturday: Substantive Law, Approaches, Exam Appli~ation, Writing Technique and Multistate Review
Sunday:
Exam Analysis of S.ix past Bar Examinations. In-Class Writing of Three past Bar Hypotheticals under
Simulated Bar Conditions.
.
Mon.trues.: Substantive Law, Approaches, Exam Application and Multistate Review. Exam Analysis of Six past Bar
Exami~ations. Each student may write 1\vo B~r Hypotheticals per subject outside of class.
- . Weekend Seven-Eight
.
*32 Hour Performance W~rkshop (instructions provided for Writing Memos, Briefs, Letters, PIN~, Closing Arguments,
etc. with 14 practicif files and libraries). In-Class Writing of Performance Exam under Simulated Bar Conditions.
.
.

.

.

Short Term Schedule of Class Meetings:

;

·May24,27,28; June3,4,5,6, 10,Jl, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19,20,24,25,26,27; July.l,2,3,5,8,9, 10, ll, 15/16,17, 18

;

Classes meet Saturday 9·am to 5 pm, Sunday 9 am to 5:30 pm, and Monday and Tuesday, 6:30 to I0:30 pm

;
;
;
$
I;.
;
;
;
For}nformation Regarding the Seminars or- Registration Procedures, please write or call:
;
FLEMING'S Fu-NDAMENTALS ·OF LAw
;
23166 Los Alisos Blvd., Suite 238 • Mission Viejo, California 92691
; California Toll
Free .1(800) LAW EXAM • 714/770--7030 • Fax: 714/454--8556
;
• All live courses will be held at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue (at Commonwealth), Fullerton
(across from California State University, Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205.
• Total Price: l ,395 for Short Term Review
• $150.00 non ..refundable depositwlll guarantee space and freeze the price.
• Group Rate:-$50 discount per person (Group Rate available to groups of 5 or more who register together).
• Audio Cassette Course is avaHable by Mail for the Registration Price plus an Additional Fee of $250.00. · :
• Home Study Program by Audio Cassette is available by Mail for the Registration Price plus an additional fee
of $250.
.
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Tales of Trial Team 2L

A

By Stacey James
, after hearing what lengths I had gone to sit down, ate a lot of pizza and
fter my dreams of success on to preparing for my closing argument, laughed hysterically over all the usual
law review were dashed by me- Corky awarded me with the longest stupid gaffs and blunders. I got to
diocre grades ·and a feeble deposition to learn. (I'll never forget know these seven 6ther students betwrite-on attempt, I searched the vari- playing Dr. Kalani, an expert in surf- ter than I knew some of my first year
ous school organizations to find the ing rules and head injuries.) We spent classmates and I learned more about
n•!xt niche where I could face failure the next four weeks undergoing a preparing for a trial than Lawyering
like an adult. Actually, I was just cross-examination almost as grueling Skills II could ever teach me. (Sorry,
looking for the one place in law school as poor Dennis Fung. But, for all the Terry!)
where I might fit in, and that's how I bruises our characters took, -we 2Ls
Then it was time to go. We were
stumbled across the national mock didn't mind one bit. After all, we off to Santa Monica for the regional
trial team.
·-were learning what was expected of - competition. Although the rest of the
Last September, at an int'orma~ "us for the next year, and it was more team wasn't going to diive up until
tional meeting about the mock trial ,. jnteresting than reading Con Law.
Wednesday eveping, Kelly Schorr and
team, Professor Corky Wharton, coach
The sprin-g semester was when I drove up in the·afternoon and ended
of the trial team since 1987, told the things really got .rolling. With three up spending our first five hours in
group of avid listeners that the trial competitions scheduled, Corky imme- Santa Monie~ in the hotel bar watchteam is made up of students interested diately set about o_rganizing us into i.!lg the Grammy awards with three~fo
in litigation. He talked about USD's
winning tradition, mentioned all the
hard work involved, highlighted that
the members get to travel at the expense of the university, and he said if
you make the team as 'a second year
st,udent, you're automatically on the
team for your third year. To make the
cut, all I had to do was present one of
the best ten minute closing arguments.
I was instantly sold and began putting
everything I had into my newest endeavor. I picked up the trial packet,
read books on how to do a ,closing
argument, talked to current trial team
members, scoured th_e racks at Hor.t on
Phza for the perfect suit; ,and'stayed
Back row (left to righJ) Chris Lindberg, Mark Leso, Brian Worthi11gto11, David Bigelow. Middle
up until three in the morning the n'ight
Row: Gary Sharp, Andrew Hanis; Coach Gorky Wharton, Kelly Sclwrr, Lance Daugherty. Front
before, practicing my ten minute arRow: Ryan Markson, Holly Denton, Uley Nonis, Stacey jaml!s, Muehlhauser, Evan Kitahara.
gument again and again into a tape
Nol Pictured: Melissa Hensley-lloward, Julie Jardine, IArissa Kosils, ShaUYn Skillen, Devon Walz
recorder. By the time I stepped into
the room to do my closing argument, I
W!JS as ready as I could be. A week
teams for t!te different competitions. surance salesm,en. (A memory I'll
later, my name was announced -as one I was selected to be on one of the two · never -forget ... thanks Kelly.) But
of the five new second year members four-person teams going to the At _LA then Corky and the- rest of the gang
on the team. Wow, success at law competition in March. My attorneys trickled in around 9:00 and we all
school. What a concept. .
were Holly Denton and Dave 'Bige!Ow · ended up hanging out in the ·b ar with '
At our first trial team meeting, I and Gary Sharp was the other 2L wit.:. the insurance salesmen.until 1:00 a.m.
found out the group of 2Ls were a ness on the team. In competition, the - The next day (after sleeping off the
diverse bunch, as seen by the various teams must be prepared tO argue both hangov.er) it_was time to go against
methods used ii} preparation for the sidt::s of the case, so the witnesses are Tulane Law · School. (Apparently
closing argument competition. While given alter egos to learn. For the .T ulane's regional competition was
no one else seemed to have prepared ' plaintiff's case, I was Lee Marx, the schedµled for the same weekend _as
with the single-mindedness I had, I wife of the fat man who sat in a chair Mardi Gras, so"'ihey got special diswas surprised to find that two of the and was rendered a quadriplegic when pensation to come to California for
new members hadn ' t even prepared at it collapsed. For the defense, I was the western regional competition.) We
all. They'd just read the packet the Dabney Boswell, the founder and finished about 11 :30 at- night and
night before and got up there and president of-Dandy Designs, the com- headed down to the Promenade to get
talked for ten minutes. I guess- it's pany that made the_chair, As school some late night dinner. We piled into
like Corky said, "Some people are just · started in mid~January, our practices a: booth at the Broadway Deli, ate sonie
born with the gift of gab . .. and started and both teams hibernated with wonderful food a'nd ran into Chris
"
Corky in Grace Courtroom five days a Failey from - SNL fame. (Ryan
bull
As a 2L on the team, the first se- week, four to six hours a day. We did Markson must have talked .to him for
mester is spent learning the ropes. We that trial over and over and over again. at least half an hour.) Then it was
were immediately each g iven long We argued about sm_a ll points in the ba~k to the hotel to do it all over again
depositions and told to learn them case, discussed the pros and cons of on Friday against Southwestern.
Saturday morning was the third
thoroughly and be ready for cross-ex- different tactical maneuvers, learned
amination in two days. Of course, enough about chairs to. make us afraid . and final round of the preliminaries.

_Congratulations to

~he

We went up against Pepperdine and it
was the slam dunk of our dreams.
(Dave B.igelow impeached their expert witness no less than six times
and Holly Denton even corrected the
judge as to the proper application of
the federal rule on hearsay. They were
one hot team!) That afternoon, the
. eight semi-finalists were announced
and both USD teams had made the
cut. While we were all really excited, we ·never got a chance to catch
our breath because we only had fifteen minutes to find Kelly Schorr (a
recurrent A TLA trial team endeavor)
!}nd get to the courthouse to start up
again. Since this- was our second trial
of the day, we were all pretty tired,
but, come 8:00 that night, both USD
te<tms were announced as finalists.
Knowing only the top two teams
would be going to the national competition in Miami; we set our sights
on that last hurdle.
Sunday's final round, however,
was bittersweet. While the other USO
team did win their round against John
Marshall Law School, we came in second to Cal Western {a truly gutwrenching experience) and our year
of competition was over. It was our
dedicated partners in practice who
went to Miami for a week without us.
They got to beat Georgetown in· th ~
preliminaries, go 'fish.ing off the
Florida Keys and see the sunrise over
a leaping dorado w_hile we played
catch-up in all our classes. But, all in
all, we were still winners. Gary Sharp
and I learned ~- lot about how to prepare for trial competition and have
started making plans to blast Cal
Western in next year's cpmpeiition;
Holly Denton used her trial team ex· perience and a letter of recommendation from Corky to get a very promising interview with the Federal Defenders office; and Dave Bigelow got
an interview with an attorney in Los
Angeies who judged our semi.-final
round against Tulane and was over-whelmingly impressed with Dave's
performance.
One of the things I remember most
about the whole trial competition experience is the often-repeated comment from our judges, "No matter if
you win or lose, based on your performance today, you can be assured
. that you are better trial attorneys than
80% of all the attorneys currently
practicing in the state of California."
Hopefully this is true and I'll be abie
to parlay my trial team career into a
career in litigation when I graduate
next year, too.

new Law Revi.ew ·Editori-a l _Board!

Editor-in-Chief: Kathryn D. Horning
Executive Editors: Laura Blaney, Bruce Boetter, Timothy Howe, Research Editor: Mike Sarrao
Immigration Editor: Roger Higgins
and Brent N. Triff
Lead Articles Editors: Adam C. Lenain and Kem1eth Kecskes. ·Associate Editor: Sarah Kamman
Comments Editors: Derek K. Aberle, Hall Brehme, Merrili
Executive Comments Editor: David Hesseltine
Escue, Stephanie E:~ Kish, Diana Leemon and Peter Zamoyski.
Symposium Editor: Bradford D. Duea
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In with the new.

Out with the ·old ...
w..:,,..:-;:("

Prelude

Tli£ old editorial, staff - Belinda Rachman, Jim Kupmtein, ILlkmfue Grad and Eric Siegler

A ·F inal Note ·

I

By James Kuperstein
am not very good at these things, but
the °:ew editors strong!~ suggested th~t
I wnte a note expressing my expenences as editor of Motions. The very first
thing I want to express is my gratitude to
the many dedicated people who spent their
valuable hours slaving over our paper. I
knew (and still know) next to nothing about
running a paper. Without Laleaque, Eric,
Belinda, Larissa and Charles the paper, and
myself, would have been hopelessly lost.
Because of the dedicated Motions staff our
paper continues to get better and stronger.
.Just a few short years ago half the people at
our school didn't even know we had a paper, that is, when there was a paper.
I also want to thank the many students
who took the time to write for Motions.
My goal as editor has been to create a
quality newspaper for you, the student body
(and hopefully the faculty and staff as well)

Students Show
wncern over
.Financial Aid Gits

U

By Wendi Whitmore
niversity of San Diego students,
along with students from other San
Diego colleges, banded together in
front of the University Center on April 6 to
show concern for financial aid cuts proposed by the Republican Contract with
America facing Congress. The rally was
part of an ongoing campaign on campus
started by law students to protest the cuts
which would drastically affect every student currently using financial aid to finance
his or her graduate and undergraduate education. The campaign has included phone
banks set up to call representatives, e-mail
set up to send letters and representative's
addresses to send e-mail from home, a,nd aletter deposit box to mail letters of protest
or concern.
While the noon-time band played, students signed petitions and were encouraged to continue to send a strong message
to Congress that the financial aid cuts are
not what is needed to reduce the federal
deficit. Vincent Hall, the District Director
from Congressman Bob Filner's office,
spoke to the crowd and read a statement
written by F_ilner. "Student loans for average Americans are being traded for tax cuts
for a privileged fe.w," the statement read.
He went on to say that the cuts are "just the
latest in a series of attacks on working
families." Additionally, Channels 8, 10,
and 39, as well as a reporter from the San
Diego Union-Tribune intervi~wed students
and covered the event.
The financial aid cuts could eliminate
the Perkins Loans, College Work Study
and the Supplemental Educational Opportunities Grants completely. Other effects
could include having loan interest accumulate' during school, instead of beginning 6
months after graduation, and disailowing
the 6 month deferral plan for payments
after graduation.
Congress is currently on spring recess,
but e-mail and letters can still be sent. An
updated list of their addresses is -available
upon request from congress@hr.house;gov
or www.house.gov.

to express yourself in. This paper is founded
on the principle that all the members of our
school should have an outlet to express
themselves. This principle is a symbiotic
one. I think our school should look to
Motions as a valuable asset, but at the same
time this paper couldn't survive without
the students. I have been very lucky this
year to have such a wealth of input from
the student body. You have made my job
much easier, and I want to thank you.
I also want to thank the dedicated folks
who will spend all of next year slaving over
our paper. Belinda, Chris K., Holly, Chris
L. and Wendi are all great and you can
expect big things from them.
Aside from all the great people I've
met at USO, this paper, and the people
involved in it, are about the only things I'll
miss when I'm gone. Come to think of it,
I'll also miss covering Dean Strachan's litigation worries. Thanks for all the great
memories and all the good times.

•

.

_By Incoming Motions Slave~
First, we would like to say thank you
to the graduates, Jim, Eric and Laleaque
for teaching us what not to do. They also
made sur~ we could produce this paper
next year. (Beginning :with this issue.)
Without you, we would be helpless and
lost. (Not that we aren't anyway, but less
so than usual.)
Second, it tias been a blast working
with everyone this year, and we are looking forward to recruiting unsuspecting
I Ls to carry on the tradition next year.
As for our goals for next year, first,
to have stories to publish, second, to have .
the paper to Carrie 48 hours ahead of

time, and third, to remain sane.
As for ·Belinda, she seems to be stuck
here with the rest of us for another year.
We hope she doesn't kill us before the
year is up, which would really annoy all
of our lending agencies. To placate her, ·
we promise to be on time, every time.
We also promise to fill as much space as
possible with real text (like this).
To accomplish these goals, all the
students of USO Law School can lock
forward to arm-twisting tactics to squeeze
stories out of you. All submissions are
always welcome. We can't do this without you. See you next year!

The new editorial staff: Chris Lamb, Belinda Rachman, Wendi Whitmore,. and Chris
Knight. (Nol pi,clured: Holly Biggs)

DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACROSS THE -CONTINENTS
{

Audio ·cassette Order Form

ORDERING INFORMATION: THE FOLLOWING SESSIONS ·wERE RECORDED AT THE 1994 SPIDR CONFERENCE IN
DALLAS. THE TAPES ARE PROFESSIONAL UNEDITED LIVE RECORDINGS THAT ARE GUARANTEED FOR LIFE. THE TAPES ARE
$10.00 EACH AND SUBSTANTIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ARE LISTI:D-BELOW. PLEASE CHECK THE TAPES DESIRED & SEND YOUR
ORDER FORM TO THE ADDRESS BELOW. FOR FASTER SERVICE YOUR MAY FAX OR PHONE YOUR CREDIT CARD ORDER IN TODAY!
PCB: Arbitration Advocacy by Singletary, Nelson, Moeller & Barron
(2 Tapes • $20.00)
•
.
PC9: Effective Behaviors in Negotiation by Shannan, Bowman &
Norris (2 Tapes· $20.00)

a

10 Opening Plenary· Beyond the Myths: Realities of Conflict
Resolution Practice in Non-American Cultures by Warfield, Burde,
Albertyn, David, Jozana & ·Slim
·
1.01: A Comparative Analysis of International Commercial
Arbitration Forums by Handel (2 Tapes· $20.00)

0012 1.02: Mediation of Multicultural Disputes: Practical Guidelines for
Mediations by Lane, Sunoo, Duryea & Morri_s (2 Tapes· $20.00)
0014 1.04: Dispute Resolution Design: How to Choose the Best
Approach for Your Case by Ems & Cohen (2 Tapes~ $20.00)
0015 1.05: lntematinoal Dispute Resolution at the Community Level by
Pendzich (2 Tapes· $20.00)
0016 1.06: Dynamics in Scattered Site Housing by Cooke, Suhm,
Brown, Pena, Wildson & Jefferson (2 Tapes· $20.00)
0017 1.07: Using Mediation to Prevent School Violence by Keeney,
Wally, Stewart & Grant (2 Tapes· $20.00) ·
·
00 18 1.08: Private Voluntary Mediation & Arbitration of Employment
Discrimination·Disputes: Private & Public Policy Issues by
Stallworth, Jedel, Hayford, Mikrut, Bellman, Creo, Frankman,
Green, Hernandez, Maida, Plummer, Bingham, Gangle, Moo.re &
Laden (2 Tapes • $20.00)
0020 1.10: Dispute Systems Design for Discrimination & Harassment
Issues by Gadlin, Rowe & Portlock (2 Tapes· $20.00)
00 21 1.11: The National Data Bank: lmi>lications for Reaching
Settlement io Medical Malpractice Cases by Dom, Dauer, Hallie &.
Croft (2 Tapes· $20.00)
22 P_articipatory Dialogue Regarding Cultur!'-1 Diversity in ADR

PC1: Designing Training for Elected & Appointed Officials by Taylor,
Carlson, Phalan :& Summer (2 Tapes· Sl!0.00)
00 2 PC2: Culture & Conflict Management: A Framework for Handling /
Differences by Moore & Gotten (2 Tapes - $20.00)

a

00 3 PC3: Faci!itative>Leadership by Moore (2 Tapes • $20.00)
00 4 PC4: Wbat Makes Family Mediation Different? An Introduction to
Divorce Mediation for Non-Family Mediators by Zumeta
(2 Tapes· $20.00)
00 5 PCS: The Business of Mediation - Innovative Strategies for Starting
& Growing a Mediation Practice by Chomenki, nta, Weiler, &
Wakeen (2 Tapes - $20.00)
·
·
00 6 PC6: Resolving Ethical Dilemmas in Mediation Practice: How to
. Develop a Coherent Approach in the Face of Conflicting Standards
by Bush, Folger, Press, Fleischer, Rieders & Stulberg
(2 Tapes - S~0.00)
00 7 PC?: Advanced Mediator Skills Buil~ing by Crowley, !3enjamin, Kolb
& Lincoln (2 Tapes - $20.00)

a

23 Plenary Session II • Conflict Resolution: A Just Resolution by
Filner, Alfini, Bellman, Green, Hulburt, Reiders, Press, Shaw,
Elliott, Bush, Kovach, Hart, Gonzales & Watson
24 2.01: The Arbitration of Private Commercial Disputes Between
Residents of NAFTA Communities by Fagan
_

O 25 2.02: Designing Mediation Models & Training Programs Acros~
Cultures: ProbTems & Challenges by Warters, Bonneau, Dewhirst
& Mitchell
O 26 2.p3: Paradigm Shifts: Partners in Change by Courtney

a

27 2.04: Lawyers Communicating in Crisis: Conflict Management &
Communication Models in the Legal System by Guittard, Krugler,
Benjamin, Evans, Gallon &'Sherman
.

O 28 2.05: Boundaries of Practice: Mediation & Advocacy by Morris,
Shore, Mueler, Folk-Williams, Moore & Solomon

ADDITIONAL SESSIONS AND ORDERING IN FORMATION LISTED ON BACK SIDE OF THIS FORM
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SBA Elections: Politics on a ,Grass-Roots Level

T:

By Matthew Brega and Wendi Whitmore
both were evidently well enough kno\vn thevoti::amongthreecandidates: LibbyGuth,
he annual Student Bar Association elec- that the race was close,·and Ellis narrow y > Janet Lee and Sophia Ray. During the.
·
tionswe_reheldonthefirstflooroftheiaw won.
·
speeches, Guth felt she had "all the right
·
school on April 19th and 20th. CamThe second year day representatives ingredients," Ray claimed she is "someone
paigning was vigorous for the week before with race had by far the most candidates. They ..to get along with," and Lee was home baking
buttons, flyers, cookies, rice krispie treats (which were Jason Belice, Lance Blundell, Mary campaign cookies. The cookies seemed to
seemed to be the key to victory) and various Daggett, Lisa Hess, Erica McFarquhar, be the key as Lee narr~wly beat Ray in the
other goodies liberally.distributed by the candi- Sophia Roach, Sean Salmon, and Alex run-otf.
dates. Campaign speeches, or waves and toasts Zirkel. There were no Jong-winded speeches
The Day Vice-President race also went
as·it turned out, were held on the 18th. Unfortu- here, just a few promises to do a good job, to a run-off when .Mark Aldrich, , Alison
nately, turnout was low and many·candidates · and once ·again waves and toasts. In addi- Cohen, Richard Ames, and Sheila Mahrnoudi
were reluctant to speak. However, some did tion, the candy, gum, and suckers were in no split the vote without anyone getting a mac.ddressthe "crowd" and presented theirquali- short supply for the three days before the jority. All .candidates camp3iglted strongly,
fications and proposals for their respective polls closed. Alt candidates put up respect- and Mahmoudi decisively beat Ames in the
positions. Some promised to provide kegs able numbers, but in the end it was Belice's run-off.
arid ice cream socials (so when's the date battle cry of"Social,"Salmon's good looks,
The Evening Vice-President race was
Lance?) for a better "getting to know you" and Zirkel's "I lived with a rep [Lisa Vail] limited to a couple of write-In candidates.
St!ssion.
last year" speech that won the race.
Tony Campanale, despite having a longer
Running for Honor Court Justices this year
The third year rep·race was the first of name .· to write in, proved victorious over
were Daniel Benson, Lance Blundell, Joshua several uncontested competitions. the win- Robin Felix.
Brysk, Amy Cressey, Alexis SCan Gutierrez, · ners were Michelle Brenot; write-in candiFinally, the race for President was a first
John Hong, Erika JackSon, Kari Keidser, Emily date Mike Con9er, and Richard Stout (who class contest between well-known David
Millar, Benton Moore and Sean Ramkaransingh. brought back the ·fraternal savvy of cam- Krause and first year evening student Alexis
Brysk made a speech by proxy, promising fuir. paigning by beer·pounding on command).· · Gutierrez. Both had strong platforms and
ness and·iritegrity, and the other candidates idenABA representative was, also uncon- demonstrated strong convictions for doing
tified themselves with a wave or a toast Next tested. David Brewster nevertheless took ·their best at the job. Gutierrez stressed the
year's dispensers of justice will be Blundell, the election seriously and gave a weir- . importance of life after law school and the
Cressey, Gutierrez, Jackson, Millar and Moore. thought-out speech on his qualifications and benefits of networking through alumni; whil~
The position of Honor Court Counsel was _ desire to do a good job.
·
Krause focused on the issue of more student
hotly contested by two future members of the
The race for SBA treasurer was uncon- involvement in administration decisions afdefendant's bar, Mary Daggett and Tim Dillon. tested on its fuce, but Jill Perry staged an im- fecting the law school, stating that the stuThis was -the closest race ·o f the elections, with pressive write-in campaign. Both she and "of- dents are customers of the school and de:.
Daggett earning the duties of representing stu- ficial" candidate Lisa Vail had well-prepared serve to be heard. When the polls dosed,
dents brought befo~ the Honor CoUrt.
speeches outlining their qualifications, but the 'Krause had fended off an impressive showSecond year evening representative candi- · popular Vail ran away with this one.
ing by Gutierrez.
dates were Steve Ellis and John Williamson.
Tw<? other races resulted in run-offs on ;
Congratulations to all the winners. Good
While neither were present f6r the speeches, April 25th. The SBA Secretary·race ·split · luck as you get started in your new positions.
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SATURDAY'S SESSIONS CONTINUED
Q 56 4.10: An Updat~ on Ethics by ~adlin

29 2.06: Community·Mediation Centers: Handling Multi-Party Cases
by Barrett, Carpenter, Dupraw, Brown, Welsh & ~abenz-Hough

Q

o;J57 5.01 :_How t6 Come to Closure i~ Mediation·by Coulson
· .. (2 tapes • $20.00) .·
·
·

Q 30 2.07: Dispute System Design in Schools by Goldberg, Trachte,
Wally & McEwen
·

0058 5.02: The Metro-Court Project: Race & Gender Mediation: Hughes
·· (2 Tapes • $20.00) ·
·

31 2.08: Facilitative Mediation: An In-Depth Analysis & Practicum by'
· Walden, Doyle, Walke, Frank & Claassen

Q

Q 32 2.09: ADA in the Federal System by Laden, Edwards, Schapiro &

.
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2.10: Woik Place Resolution.Sistenis by Rowe, carabelle,
Hennessey, Lavelle-Kozliner & Sedman

0059 5.03: Ad.vocacy in M~diation by Am!Jld (2 Tapes - $20,00)
,Q
- ,'

. Q . 36 3.01: The UNCITRAL Model Law in Operation by Woliniecki

.

,

38 3.03: Beyond Basic Training: Building Competence & Assessing
.
Mediators by Turnbull .

Q

39 3.04: Surveying the American Liability Landscape for the Family
· .
Mediation Practitioner by Bonneau & Luber

'

0063 5.07: Victim Offender Mediation/Dialogue: Doerfler (2 Tapes - $20.00)

Q 37 3;02: ·Re-Engaging Citizens in Democracy by Podziba, Dukes, ·
· Bourne
.
Q

- · · - • . - ~ ' .. •

0062 5.06: The Myths, Magic·& MetamorphO$iS of Court-Annexed
Mediation: The Texas Experience by Stoddard, Tita, Andrews,
Morris & Sanaers (2 Tapes·· $20.00)

00 35 Plenary: Competency & Qualifications: Presentation of the Report
of the SPIDR Commission on Qualifications (2 Tapes - $20.00)

•

· Ca1penter-(2'Tilp-es , $20:0o) '- - , '·-:- ' :--

0061 5.05: Zebras, Polka Dots or Gray Flannel Suits: What would
Diversity Within the Field Mean? by Dukes, Ridgley & Sunoo
(2 Tapes • $20.00)
·
·

34 2.11: Mediation for Bio-Ethical Disputes: Modifying the Model by
. Kritek, Gibson, Wagner & Marcus

Q

·so, s.O~:. Comp,etency & Q.·µaliiications,.jthe Ccirrim!§sion flep<Srt.: by

0065 5.09: Partnering in th~ Cons_truction Industry & Beyond by Chang .. .
__ Jarrell & Hernandez (2 Tapes • $20.00) , ,
0066 5.10: The Systems Designer as Mediator: -Achieving Agreement on
Design & Implementation by Masson, Slaikeu, Morales, Tefteller &
Taylor (2 Tapes • $20.00) .

Q 40 3.05: International Trends in Dispute Resolution & Roles of Conflict
Management Consultants by Moore & Golten

0067 5.11: Guidelines for the Newcomer to lnt'I Dispute Resolution by
, . ·Shea, McDonald, Reitman & Coleman (2 Tapes· .$20.00)

Q 41 3.06: Hot Spots by Kent, Batson, Cranshaw, Guerra & Cloke

Q 68. Presidential Lunclieon by E'{arts & Merchant

Q 42 ·3.07: The Ultimate Objei:tive: Mandatory Arbitration of all
Non-Union Employment Disputes by Maslanka . .
Q

~3

Q

44 3.09: What You Need to Know About Insurance to Mediate
-- Commercial Disputes by Bickemian, Keller & Hendler

Q

45 3.10: A Comparison.& Analysis of the Use of ADA in Different
Countries by Keating, Birt & Murray.- _
·

Q 69 6.01: Arbitration Selection & Powers Under Various International
_Rules & Statutes by B~itton
_,
· ·

3.08: Gritical ls~ues in Higher E~u~ation by Volpe & Johnson

Q ' ,70 6.02: SpiritualitY & Mediation • Beyond Technique by Zumeta &
Littefner ·
·
Q 7f

6.03~ No Mediator Is An Island by Scheske & Duval_!.

Q i2 ~.04: Translating the Mediation Process: J:-iulburt, Alverez. & Highton

Q 46 3.11: D_ispute Resolution & the.Health Security Act A Report &
· Analysis by Kritek & Dom
'
,

a 73
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6.p5: Interactive Environmental Case 'Studies by Kohanek, Turner,
Ca_
rparelli, Batson & Elliot
·

Q 74 6.06: Doing Mediation & Eating Too by Hahn, Schoeneman, ~
Silver'burg, Adams & Cooke ·

Q

47 4.01: Arbitration in Contracts of Adhesion:' Process Dangers & ;
Design Possibilities by Sherman & Rau
·

Q

48 4.02: Selling the Other Sex: Negotiations Between Men & Women
by Elliott, Duvall, Jones & Bower
·
.
·

Q

49. A:03: The Art of Preparing for Mediation by Phillips

Q

50 4.04: Storm CIQuds Over ADA: Implications of Qualifications &
Com,petencies ·by Hartgeri_ng .
.
· ·

Q

51 4.05: Competencies & Qualifications: The State Office Experience
by Carlson, Phalen, Jones & Kay
._

Q

52 4.06: The Importance of ADA in.a Small Community by Lomas

Q 79 6.11: Mediation, Arbitration & Medical Malpractice:. Report~ f;rom

55 4.09: Beyond Arbitration: Dispute Avoidaoi:e & Resolution in the
International Construction Industry by Stipanowich, Silberman,
Fenn, O'Neal & Sandori

Q 80 Closing Town Hall Forum • Beyond the Commission on
Qualifications Report: Issues-on the Horizon by Shaw & LaRue

Q

.
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The Other Side
·of the ·Financial
Aid ·Debate

D

By

Chris Knight
espite what many of you· may
think, the.headline above is accurate. There really is ,a DEBATE over whether Congress should
cut funds for educational assistance.
While the University is sponsoring rallies to protest potential cuts (by the
way, what's their interest in all of
this?), many rational people quietly believe that attaining a balanced.-federal
budget is more important than a few
extra -thousand dollars of student loan
debt. After all,. the Congress is not
taking away your right to attend college. They are merely saying that you
might have to · work a little harder to
get there . .
On a college campus as conservative as USD,. in a city that elects Republicans like Boston elects Kennedys,
you might think that ihe students and
faculty would rally to celebrate the
Contract with America in its entirety.
After all, the new ,Congress is only
doing what they promised the voters.
BuMhis gr'oup of what Frank Engfelt
wou'Id call ·"dirty rotten breachers" at
the rally seemed to be saying "Oh no,
you all misunderstood! Yes, we want
you to cut government spending, but
leave OUR funds alone." I guess what
art of this shows is that on the bottom
line, human nature is stronger than political ideology with some people.
White I firmly believe that everyone should have the opportunity to pursue further education, there are better
ways to do it than making the federal
gov.ernment pay the bill. For example,
t~ere are many private need-based
scholarships available to people who
can show that they won't squander such
an opportunity (in other words, you
have to keep your grades up). Lo_ts of
these go unclaimed each year because
students never do ~he researe-h to find
out about 'tliem (I'm as guilty here as
the rest of you) .
So, what can you do if the federal
loan subsidies dry up? Well, I recommend that if you just can't afford to
pay the extra interest on your own,
:and you don't qualify for a need-based
private-scholarship, step one should be
GET A JOB while you!re in school.
v~~~ as raoical as that .sounds, it works.,
As s9meone who has survived the "real
world" outthere, I can. prove that working will not kill you (OK, see your
·Torts casebook for a few exceptions).
'If you .don't believe me , ask any
evening student. I know several who
work in the mornings,. go to class. in
the evenings, and still have time to see
their families or ptay intramurals or
just goof off for a while.
Step two, of course, stiould be to
,console yourself at your new part-time
job (or when·writing those loan checks
after gradU'ation) with the pleasant
thought that your income taxes are going to be less (as you ,.earn t}re big
bucks at that 500 attorney firm), and
you won't be passing an ever-increas- .
ing national debt on to future generations. That should make you feel much
better.
·
The bottom line here is that the
federal government cannot,. and should
· not, try to take care of us all as if we
are all just .a bunch of kids and the
House _a nd Senate are our mom and
· dad. So before you send that scorching e-mai'I message to Brian Bilbray or
Dianne ·Feinstein, stop to consider the
other .s ide of the issue.
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f 0 r1gam1
.
.
, Exam rr.
.t(;l 1ng an t e rt o
: Lawex:~-~~~~~%~someofus, Well, I wanted to write about how Al's

•• .
ATTENTION:
••
:
. was a complete inversion of ev: OPPORTUNITY TO SCHMOOZE AND PAO •
erythingwe'deverlearnecfabout
•
: exam-taking prior to law school. The
•
YOUR RESUME
•need to state the obvious was not obvi-

bad dreams continue and worsen, mak~
ing him psychotic but brilliant. He grows
up to be a tormented abstractpainter and
marries a professional cyclist who in•
·
• ous to all of us: For literature/wridng sists that Al chain her up in a dark closet
:
Next year the features section ofMotions will provide an exposition of: major:s like myself, creativity was ev- every night. She's addicted to Drano
• a different area of the law each month. I will need writers willing to• erything. Read between the lines; find and obsessively studies origami . . . .
• .
.
.
·
·
. . .
• the subtle nuances. What exactly was
But I was forced to face the real: mterview ~an Diego attorneys ~~dA~A membe~s who specialize m one of: it in A's past that led him to g~t on the ity that the possibilities in law school
•the areas hsted below. In addition, I II need wnters to research legal and• elevator that plummeted fifteen sto- are not limitless. Jt's either IRAC, a
•hiring trends in these areas and write about them.
·• ries and crushed his skull? Instead of well-written essay, copy your outline
•
•
Ifyou'reinterestedinoneoftheseareas,andwouldbewillingtowriteaboutit, •writing "Av. B. Intentional infliction down verbatim, or a combination of
:pleasecontactmeat5()(}-9054.
·
· ·: of emotional distress," why couldn't I the three just to cover your bases. Of
·
· · . d ··
h · .
• write a well-thought .out essay about course, you could also ask the profesY
Id
d
:
ou cou
o. your. mterviewmg an wntmg over t e summer.
• the· similarity of pathos exhibited in sor what he ' s looking for and try and
•
The areas which will be featured are:
• the tort exam and Samuel Beckett's translate his vague answer into some:
- Criminal law - Augustissue
• Endgame? To people like me, the de- thing workable. Or quiz upperclass:
- Employment law - October issue
cline of civilization is apparent in all men about their approach to Professor
•
- Family law_ Noveml:>er issue
law exams (e.g. terrorist A had a bomb X's exams and hope that it's mor~ than
•
"" Discrimination law_ December issue
which he dropped while boarding a just a blur in their memories.
moving train at rush hour), and cer~ .
I envy those students with an in- Real Estate law - February issue
tainly seems more important than who nat~ ability to zero in on how profes- Estate Planning law - March issue
will be able to sue whom.
sors' minds work and don't need to
- Public Interest law - April issue
And the temptation to continue resort to guess-work. But most of us
- Entertainment law_ May issue
writing where the exam left off, turti- will be. making deals with the devil to
Thanks,
ing it into a short story, complete with get our hands on copies of answers to
plot and well-developed characters, past exams. We'll practice with old
was unbearable. You all remember exams, get the format down that the
Chris Lamb
Ursin/Nolan's -tort exam where two professor has used for his entire acaengage in an "anything goes" bi- demic career, and hope like hell when
kids
Features Editor
.
cycle race which ends with the false we open the exam packet, there's
I.
..
·
i imprisonment of one of the. kids, .Al? ·- something in there that looks familiar.
~
~
~ .

•

•

.....................•..........

.......

SELL .YOUR BOOKS

FOR CASH
0

ver Easter break I went up to L.A.

!o visit my folks. My mom left her

copy of California Lawyer on my
bed. These were not the magazines of my
youth. My mom used to drag me to tl\e
beauty parlor once a month while she got
her hair bleached, a two step process that
took about 4 hours. Between rides on my
skateboard I would hang out at the hair-dorama and read Movie Star News or some
other tabloid detailing the exploits .of the
'60's stars. That early gossip fix along
with a natural tendency to be a butinsky
made me the perfect audience for California Lawyer's most popular column, Discipline Report.
Unlike Morrissey, who hates it when
his friends become successful, I don't rejoice at the tragedy of others, but this column definitely makes a good read. It's
interesting to notice that the same 3 things
tripped up most of the 25 lawyers ·who
suffered everything from disbarment all the
way down to public reproval. If nothing
else this column is a reminder of what not
to do. The top three crimes against one's
clients would appear to be failure to .comply with rule 955. All three of the guys
being disbarred were accused of that. Not
knowing exactly what that was I looked it
up in the 1994 California Rules of the Court.
(Also waiting on my bed were the 7 vol.umes of last years California Codes and
Rules. I always inherit the old code books
when rny mom gets the new ones. The first
person who comes up to me and asks for
the 1993 set can have them. They don't

cha,nge much from year to year and •they
come in really handy!! !)
Rufo 955 deals with the duties of attorneys who have been disbarred, or who have
resigned or been suspended. For those
who have not yet taken the Ethics class,
there are mandatory reporting duties to ones
clients and opposi11g counsel that must be
complied with or else you find yourself in
· the Discipline Report ofihe California Law- .
yer. Each of the disbarred lawyers had
prior problems that attracted the attention
of the State' Bar, which leads us to sin
against clients #2, misconduct relating to
treatment of a client' s money. Beware of
this big hole. A IOt of these folks fell and
can't get up. This sin can be anything from
dipping into a client trust account to failure
to return client fees or give restitution.
Resist the teipptation to "borrow" clitmt
funds when your bookie comes a knocking·
accompanied by a big guy with a baseball
bat. As long as you can still practice law,
you can afford good medical care. If you
pay out of money than isn't yours, and get
caught, you will no longer be able to practice law, and you will still have that gambling jones with not way to .finance it. The
3rd most popular offense against clients
came as a surprise. Over and over it wis
·reported that the8e errant lawyers had "failed
to communicate," which sounded like they
didn't return client phone calls. Remember
the old saying about a woman scorned, well
it goes double for clients. If you don't get
back to your clients, they report you to the
bar, and the next thing you know, you too
are in The Discipline Report. .
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Of Finals and Follies

E

SUGGESTIONS FOR STAYING OFF THE OPRAH

I

. WINFREY SHOW (OR, COPING WITH STRESS)

then find the most comfortable, baggy,
By Kenneth Long
By Chris Lamb
ach year when finals end I go liveable clothes you own. After all, these
exam time, stress is something all
through roughly the same routine. clothes will serve as your pajamas, eat- .
aw students experience. But our
I shave off my two week beard, ing clothes, and study-wear for the diffiress-coping skills are as varied as
look a shower in the eye after an ex- cult weeks to come. Put them on, and don't
our G.P.A.'s.
tended period of stench, and b~gin the ·change until the last .final is over, being I knew a girl once who showed up to an
monumental task ·of restoring my house careful that when you taken them off that
exam with a back-pack full of ding-dongs;
from the rubble that only a month's worth they don't jump out and eat a bus.
the calm manner in which she unzipped the
5.) Say Rude Things about Professors ·pack and gingerly lined up the foil-covered
of neglect can bring. Because I want my
marriage to stay strong, I usually pur- and their Families: Do this in a private
Saviors in a neat little line stretching to the
chase my wife a pla.ne ticket home be- place lest word get out about the dirty
end of the table, belied the anxiety she was
fore the crunch begins and pick her up things you said (grading is not that anonyobviously feeling, as she unwrapped one
the day after - as sooh as our home be- mous). Criticizing teachers and their kin
after another stuffing them into her mouth
comes inhabitable. Desperate times these removes that intimidating "they are gods"
throughout the exam period.
final exams - they suck. I have some aura that thickens as finals progress. DurI've know others, who seemed reasonnon-traditional methods for thriving on ing first year, I had a Property teacher who
ably well-adjusted at the beginning of the
exams that so far no teach~r has men- was not that great. Between her less-thansemester, .suddenly develop strange superclear teaching methods and Cal Western's
tioned.
stitions and paranoia by the end of the term.
I.) Don't shower: Show~ring doesn't brutal curve, tension was high in my study
The same people who had previously estake that much time; neither does shaving group as we pushed forward into this last
poused the benefits of briefing, outlining
exam. We
or changing
and class attendanc.e, began instead to besta~ted
to
your socks. I
lieve that their Emmanuels had magical powgripe about
suggest you
ers, building small shrines to them with lit
the curve,
don't do it, not
'\
candles, statues of the Madonna, nativity
then someone
because of the
scenes, and just for good measure, they'd
said sometime you save
rub the covers with crystals purcha8ed in
thing not so
P.B.
.
but for the
( /
nice about
added benefits.
For still others, who had previously
i
this teacher's
The worse you
seemed very scientific-minded, . Voodoo
ancestors. 1. started to s.e em a viable option~ One wellsmell, the more
smiled for the
people
will
placed pin could actually result in yQur
first time in
leave
you
most feared professor suddenly, leaving
weeks.
alone. Those
for the Bermuda Triangle with all of his
Sµidying propesky. library
exam material in tow. Another ,smartlygressed with
jerks so · elo- ;;. ,1inserted pin could result ina conflagration
occasional
quently profiled
of the entire law school.
remarks
in the last ediStill other students have started to beabout that
tion have a hard
lieve that ditching everything and just
stupid curve
time eating and
watching the 0.J. trial .will result in high
a rip
the
squawking
Don't shower~ .. being gri'iil.y gives youthe
Di an's bald
when the air
psychological, not to mention olfactory
head. Things
around them
didn't get
edge.
gets
thick.
By Mary Daggett
good
until a
When YO\l do
t's
that
time in the semester and
finally sit down to take exams, everyone visitor to the group jumped up on a table
ev-eryone
wants to know the se
else will. be intimidated by your smell - and hollered "Let the bitching begiri!" For
cret
to
succeeding
on exams, so I
"Oh hell-- he studied so much he didn't the next 20 minutes we bombed that prof,
interviewed
some
Law
Review stuhave time for hygiene!" Being grimy gives her family, and personal habits. It was
dents
.and
he.re's
what
they
recomyou the psychological, not to mention ol- worse than anything I heard in junior high.
mended:
factory edge (you get used to yourself after What started as criticism of her teaching
style led to some seriously degrading per- · PREPARATION
the first week).
I. Outline! If you haven't sta.rted, or
2.) Don't diet: For some odd reason, sonal insults. Security gaurds broke up our
got
behind, get a· second year's outpeople around finals start to get distracted. party during the Property strip-tease, in
line
and recreate it by adding in your
Some get married, others get divorced while which a student danced on a table and
own
class notes and ideas.
a few decide now is the time to kindle a acted out what he thought this teacher did
2.
Study in reverse order ~ last exam
new romance. More often, people decide at dinner. J suppose he should have left his
first, first exam last.
to change their hair, lose weight, write a clothes on.
3. Study in day long blocks - don't
I laughed so hard during this character
book, or build muscles. Stupid. If anyjump between subjects.
Snack
assassination-I
almost
chucked
my
thing distracts you, postpone it or remove
4. Do as many practice exams as you
it (or him). During finals I take my Climb- Cakes and Dr. Pepper. We all had to pee
can get your hands on and read over
ing magazines out of the bathroom be- real bad. Not only was that the best release
them
with as many other people as
cause if I don't, psychologically I' m half- of stress, but after such crude and rude
possible.
way up Mt. Rainier when I am supposed to remarks about her siblings none of us could
. 5. Find a study partner and teach each
be learning Constitutional Law. I also stop say the teacher's name without chuckling.
other the material.
we
couldn't
think
about
Before
the
barrage,
exercising. The human body can atrophy
6.
Never study for an exam the day of
for several weeks without any permanent her without trembling. The fear was gone.
the
test - study something else.
effects and weight comes off easier than I passed the test.
7.
Never study. in the library before
These methods may sound desperate,
.grades go up. So go ahead and down those
or
during
the exam pe riod. You' ll
pretzels and Dr. Pepper until your trousers but they work for me. My grades, my
catch
the
stress
that seems to breed
tighten. When finals are over, make a Bee, marriage, and even my sanity have stayed
here
and/or
get
distracted by your
line to Family Fitness.
· unusually high for someone with my lessclassmates
who
just
have one ques3.) Sleep on the floor: Sleep is the than-average IQ 1lnd greater than avertion....
antithesis of studying, that is why we all age annoying habits. Each semester when
8.
Get
away
and
take
time
for yourtry to do less of it. A good way to cut back · finals end I return home to the wreckage
self - it'll do you more good than that
that
was
once
my
home.
I
look
terrible,
on your sleep is to give up the coziness of
half hour of reading your outline
bed for a Tijuana blanket and the cold hard smell worse, and' would be cited by the
AGAIN!
floor. You will not sleep well and you will health department if anyone but me
EXAM TAKING
not sleep that much. When you wake up peeped inside. But I feel good because I
I. RELAX! Take five minutes before
you will already be dressed and can get know I did my best. This wreckage is
the
exam and meditate or deep breathe
right back into studying. When your head my summit, the empty pretzel bags and
it
sounds hokey; but it works.
and back start to ache, take Excedrin. Each soda cans are my trophies. The messier r
2.
Allocate your time according to
pill has 65 mg. of caffeine which will help _am, the worse my house looks, the more
points
before you begin and force
supplement your daily intake of Dr. Pep- I know that I stuck with school when,times
yourself
to stick to that amount of time.
were bad, avoiding the temptation to dive ,
. per.
3.
S~OW DOWN - spend about 1/3 of
4.) Prepare your clothes in advance: in La Jolla cove, watch tel~visio.n, or climb
your time - outlining and organizing
The last thing you want to do is_waste your the pale cliffs of Joshua Tree. There is no
your an~wer - no matter what the per~
time looking for clothes or washing them. better way to end a semester, and no better .
Do a batch of laundry before school ends, way to begin a vacation.

I

I//

-

grades in-crim .Jaw, crim pro, evidence and
professional responsibility.
If you are currently using or considering any of the above coping strategies,
may I suggest, in addition to these techniques, some other stress-management
skills which may or may not be more effective:
- try taking hot bubble baths
- supplement the caffeine intake with
herbal tea.
- listen to relaxat,ion tapes
- get a massage
- take the school up on its 12 free
counseling sessions
- take a walk on the beacJt
-exerc.ise
- supplement the junk-food intake with
vitamins
- try aromatherapy
- stay away from negative people
· - put things ~n perspective: the results
of one.semester will not dictate the course
of your entire future . .
To make these strategies seem more
attractive, remember that letting your stress
level get out of control could land you on
the Oprah Winfrey show or CNN, which
wouldn't look good on your resume. For
example, the 3rd-year law student at the Univer&ity of North. Carolina probably should
have tried a hot bath before he loaded up his
automatic rifle and went moving-target shooting on campus last semester. Now his entire
legal career will be spent writing his own and
cellmates' writs ofhabeas corpus, which I'm
sure will become redundant after twenty-ti ve
or so years.

Exam Tips Fro1n the Experts

I

son next to you is doing. (UNLESS
IT'S A NOLAN/URSIN EXAM.)
4. Be cre~tive .- look for hidden issues
·and less obvious solutions, that's the
difference between an average grade
and a good grade.
4. Write legibly, you don't get points
if they can't read your handwriting.
5. Don't be afraid to state the obvious
if it's a basis for your reasoning.
6. Don't beat a dead horse, you only
get a certain number of points per issue. Let the Prof know you saw the
issue and understand the implications,
then move on. (Especially Nolan/
Ursin exams.)
7. DO NOT post-mortem your exam It will mess-you up for your next exam.
You will see every issue that everyone else got but that you missed, no
matter how well you did or how many
issues you saw (and they didn't.)
8. Take at least two hours off after
each exam to relax.
Don't forget to use your common
'sense; when people are under stress
it's usually the first thing to go!
Don't take your problems out on
your friends, they're going through the
same thing you are and you may need
their support.
Last but not least, ignore -all or
part of the above if it doesn't work for
you. Wjiat's most important is that you
feel comfortable and confident when you
walk into your exam. GOOD l,UCK! ·

:: -
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How to Lose an Appeal_and
Beco1rte a Judge:· Ninth ·:c ircuit
Judge Kozinski's Wry Advice

have any advice concerning ways to deal
·with extremely emotional, vindictive clients in divorce settlement and child custody
situations? Is it preferable to deal directly
with the opposing lawyer and then each try
to work things out with his/her own client
·
separately?
If you handle family law cases, you
By Jennifer. Brobst
will surely deal with extremely emotional
n Thursday, April 6, Judge sµre the copier is low on toner, or scrat_c h
the
copier's
glass
on
purpQse,
or
make
sure
-....
a
~
·
and
vindictive clients from time to time. I
Kozinski of the U.S. Court of Apevery
other
page
is
ut>side
down.
·
I.
At
what
age
would
you·
heavily
weigh
the
found
it helpful to be respectful to clients
peals for the Ninth Cir~uit gave a ·
few words of wisdom over lunch to a group 4. Ensure that the f9rmat requirements are child'.s parental preference in a child custody and yet firm in my own ethical standards
··o f USD law review students, trial team slightly off - after reading 3,500 pages 9f dispute? If two eqµally good parents request both as to the kinds of matters I was willing
members, and lawyering skills oral advo- . briefs per month, most judges are highly custody, is there still a predisposition to award to take and the manner in whi~h f . was
cacy specialists in the Faculty ~eading sen~itized to even the slightest aberrations custody to the mother? What factors does the . willing to proceed. For example, I declined ·
court consider in these situations?
to handle child custody matters in ways
Room. Before elaborating on the details of in font, character, and margin formats. .
·
. At any age 'at which a child is able to which I thought would be harmful to the
that advice, one should first know some- Step Two - The Brief
thing of the illustrious background of this I. Bury ·any good legal argument amidst communicate I would heavily weigh the child's . children involved. Most clients want and
numerous bad arguments.
custodial preference, particularly where the . need a strong attorney on whom they can
esteemed jurist.
2.
Leave out the occasional verb, subject or childcanarticulateasoundbasisforthatchoice. rely for g~ advice. When a client was
Judge Kozinski was born in Romania
. I do not like to permit children to testify. I unwilling to take my advice and insistent
and is the only federal judge to have ever both, and try omitting a few periods. .
been a member of a Communist youth or- 3. Use a plenitude of Latin phrases and prefer to interview children in chambers with on wasteful or harassing procedures, I adthe consent of both sides and outside the pres- vised him/herthat such was not in the client's
ganization. When he inoved to the United acronyms (e.g., TGIF and BYOB).
States with his family at age 11, he "re- 4. Salt the substantive arguments of the brief ence of parents. This makes the child more best interest and I would assist him/her in
nounced- his membership and became a with distractions as well - pick fights with comfortable and candid and minimizes paren- obtaining other counsel. I have made these ·
capitalist.'' He graduated from UCLA with opposing counsel so that the judges begin ·tal retribution for a child'~ unfavorable com- statements to various clients who, fortunately, followed myadvjce: his undergradu3te degree in 1972 and from cheering. on the lawyers an.d forget about ments.
the case orattackthedeci~ingdistrictjudge
Where there are "two equally good par· "Youarespendingyourchildreri'scolLaw Schooi at
·
,'
· as "being on the . ents" ·the needs of the child must still be ad- tege education by proceeding in this. man- .
UCLA in 1975. He
take, or senile, or dressed. In the typical family, young children . ner. Opposing couns~I and I are gomg to
admits to having
drunk with power, still cling ·t o their mother and look to her to a end up with more money than your chilappeared on the
or just plain drunk" . greater degree for theirnu_rture and daily care. dren."
.
Dating Game in his
·- judges really do Many courts and fathers recognize this and
"You will hurt your own child more
love to laugh at defe·r to the mother so long as she handles the than your spouse by proceeding in this way.
randy youth. He
happened fo be
themselves.
· child capably. With older children, they are I recommend we select a mutually acceptBachelor #2 and
5. Always begin the · quite ·able to articulate their wishes. If they .. able child psychologist or psychiatrist to
arguint?nt in the support theitpreference with sound reasons, it evaluate the· child and both parents and
was in fact chosen.
Immediately
brief with a discus- should be respected:
make an objective recommendation."
after law school, he
sion of policy and
Courts vary widely in situations where
"You will .hurt your case by proceedserved as Law
what Congress both parents request custody and both parents ing in this way and lose all credibility with
Clerk to Circuit
"should"
have appear rea.sonably able to care for a child. the court."
·
Judge Anthony M.
done.
Judges who are not parents and who have had
"I will ONLY represent you in this
Kennedy
from
6. Use lots and lots no heavy-duty experience, such as the teach- custody case by seeking' daytime visitation
and then
of block quotes.
ing of young children, make many mistakes. for you which is monitored by your mother.
as Law Clerk· to
Step Three - Oral Theyofteninterviewchildrenpoorlyandsome- If the coutt finds out what I have learned,
Chief Justice WarArgument
. times focus on plans such as equality of time you could be put jn jail, and the best job I
ren E. Burger from
I. If one is unfortu- between parents rather than a plan that
can do for'·you is to protect both you and
1976-77, _ Judge
nat.e. enough to 'sponds to a child's developmental needs. The . your children. You MUST make an apKozinski was an atha
j l!dges court should focus primarily on the child's J>Qintmt:nt with a psychiatrist and begin treat- ·
tomey with Forry
consider the briefs emotional and m.atural needs.
.ment. That is the best way to work toward
Golbert Singer &
arguments imporyour goal."
Gelles from 197.7tant enough to warra'nt oral argument, then
. ., .1 1 ·d
It is always wise to reach a settlement
79 and with Covington & Burling from one must know the record impeccably so 2. For those interested m 1arru y aw, . o you with opposing counsel in lieu.of trial when
1979-81. He then served as Deputy Legal that one can divert all attention ·away from L - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -1 ··both parties are exercising reasonable conCounsel for the Office of President-Elect the most important facts during Ol(ll argutrol over their behavior. This reduces costs
Reagan. from 1980-81, and as Assistant ment _ however, never bring the record with replied that he would "apply the law regard- for your client "and stress for the entire famCounsel, Office of Counsel Jo President . you.
.
·
less." He would not look to motive·because ily. It is a despicable waste of client_and
Reagan, in 198 L Prior to his appointment 2'. Begin with the exclamation that your · "if it's in the legislative history then it's a lie." taxpayer' money to file numerous m.ot1ons
to the appellate bench; JudgeKozinski was own client's case Is "absolutely perfect," Giv~n that the legislature meets every year, and orders to show cause as fo __ matters
Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Pro- which will inevitably lead to an immediate that is the proper forum to rectify such prob- which could be settled. through counsel.
tection Board from 1981-1982, and .then discussion of your case's weak points.
)ems, according to Judge Kozi.nski.
However, it is'wise fo know your opposing
became Chief Judge of the United States 3: When the judges ask questions, make
Oral argument is the time. whe11 most .counsel and not be naive if his/her ethical
Claims Court from 1982-1985 · Judge · sure you add a number of other points be- cases are lost, said the Judge, particularly when standards do not comport _with your own.
Kozinski was a(:lpointed United States Cir- fore actually answering the judges' qµes- the lawyer .acts haughty a_n d does1_1't know 'iucfl?e Barbara Jean ·Barnhouse Johnson
·
- when to quit. Then th~ lawyer "starts sinking Appellate Department;
cuit Judge for the Ninth Circuit on Novem- tions.
ber 7, 1985.
.
.
4. Try stonewalling, tea~ing the judge, ~nd in quicksand in areas he or she didn't even Los Angeles Superior Court
After a sumptuous ·meal of grilled making him or her rephrase each question focus on;: which is why many cases are lost (Good luck to all of you on your upcoming
chicken on a bed of Romaine lettuce, whole so that the judge's questions gain increased on rebuttal - they concentrate on the wrong finals and_Happy Birthday fO my daughter
wheat roll, and peanut butter and chocolate · importance as each minute passes, _while points. On rebuttal; a lawyer should feel very · Belinda)
chip cookies,- the jurist began imparti~g _the possibility of a satisfaCt~ry answer be- ·. safe in saying: "I'll be happy to answer questhe following epigrammatic nuggets ofwis- comes more and more·remote.
tions, but I have. nothing to add."
L..---;~-...,~'1:::-·~~~:;;:-:-;:;-;;.~-;;;T'"Tnltl;;;e
· jocose student audi- . 5. Be sure to mix metaphors, e.g., it takes
party. He tLawyers
en came
mvo veandm
dom to the P!'.'Operly
And finally, how to become a judge? organization
for Reagan
wrote
ence all of whom .laughed in time as good the cake when you beat.around the_bush.
Judge Kozinski" counseled us young neophy,tes. the occasional requested memo on the les.hould. As Judge Kozinski first 6. Tell theJ·udge w'hi' ch questions she or he to .decide early if we wished to aspire to judi·
d 1·t· I
·
galities
of
appomtments
an
po 1 1ca
. con. . . . cial heights. Timing ittoo l!lte could permit a tributions. From this seemingly
tenuous
began to speak, the Thursday a~emo~n should be asking.
band of the week in front of the Umvers1ty 7. Pay an unappel).ling {>erson to sit in the few too m_ariy 'skeletons to enter our closets. stl).rt, he was soon after appointed-Deputy
Center. began to emit a subtle if potent , front row and nod a Jot behind you, so that the _ The process of appointment is a
·LegaJ Counsel when Reagan won the Pres.iblend of The Cure and Violent Femmes as judges will think it's-your cli~nt. .
political process." The aspirant must ac~ively . dency. During his involvement with the
a background reverie. One well meaning · 8. Always conclude with·-a jury trial..like ap- ' seek his or her judicial goals, not simply Reagan Administration, he would call lawprofessor did pull the blinds in the Faculty peal of passion.
. '.
through
deeds in the community, but yer friends around the country when he
Reading Room in order to diffuse th.e volAt question time, Judge Kozmsk1 as- through actual involvement with the political needed legal research assistance and would
ume a bit, but it was unfortunately not of sured a concerned student that juuges do arena and with t)le political candidates them- . have them provide requ~ed memos, which
much help.
not intentionally try to "trip up young law- selves. Judge Kozinski. admonished, "never. would in tum bring them into the political
And so, the se"ing having been set, yers." Rather, they ask hat_d questions be- . back a loser, regardless of your heart." This
I bt k .
. . left
.
. 1vedtoo . process.
one may now with proper ap om a e m
-cause there are hard questions, and at .the means that one should_not get mvo
The afternoon. with Judge Kozmski
due seriousness the following paraphrased appeal level there are ~imply no perfect early, preferably waiting to See who will sue-- a certai~ aftertaste of doubt as to what was
·w ords of wisdom by Judge Kozinski:
cases. · If the lawyer gt;ts a "strange qu_es- ceed before jumping on
bandwagon.
sareasm as opp0sed to simple wit, and what ·
." How to Lose an Appeal" .
ti on" from the judge, then the best thing to _
Finally, he urged qs not to be "too proud," was facetious·advice as opposed to advice
Step One - Filing and Format
· ·
do is listen very carefully rather than inter- . because there is always a dearth of competent which one hoped was facetious but knew
I. File a fat brief and always ask for more rupt or ignore it; so that the la~er c_a n people at any level. Therefore, even if one was probably not. Some more clever a.nd
than the usual maximum allowed number of figure out where the judge's confus10~ hes only gets to make phone calls for awhile, directed tWisting of words in the legal propages. .
and explain in a polite way, why that is the doing so effectively establishes reliability and fession? Perhaps, but a valuable oppomi2. include as many convoluted arguments as wrong way to
at the problem. . .. .
inevitably leads to further responsibility. Judge nitY
to observe it in action from
possible - they're "sleeping pills on pape~.''
' -when asked how he saw his position m Kozinski-stated that he was not involved po- a man who has shown us a bit of the charac3. Provide a sufficient number of annoymg relation to the legislature when 3: law seems litically for the.first 5-6 years out oflaw school: te~ of the U.S. Court of Appeals.
distractions, e.g., 'have the binding fall apart clearly wrong_ and unjust, Judg~ Kozinski ·· although he was a member of the Repu~lican
half w~y through the first reading, or make .
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"Will You Marry Me, or Something?"

I

By Bob Karwin
am an engaged person. Some people,
mostly women people, tell me how
lucky I am to be engaged. They are
very interested in the entire process~ One
woman person has even gone so far as to
provide me with a Bride magazine. If
you've never seen one of these, allow me
to enlighten you. From what I can figure,
the whole purpose of this "magazine" and
all others like it is to show you the never- in the woods and a large expensive wedending universe of amazing things out there .ding ceremony and reception are soon to
that you will not be able to have in your follow. This is the dream. Women people
wedding. The magazine _is roughly 4 · love to be engaged.
Other people, mostly men people, upon
bazillion pages ·of wedding gowns, cakes,
and flatware that you could never possibly hearing the news, offer support in the form
afford. The wedding industry was surely of phrases like: "You're what?" or "You
developed by people with way too much can't be serious." Sometimes they even ,
time on their hands and evil in their hearts. -sing a chorus from the official song of the
I think they are the same people who sit in friends of engaged men people, "Another
One Bites the D"1st." Men people wil~ buy
talk show audiences.
Anyway, I felt no need t<;> read this the engaged man drinks and give toasts
hateful magazine because I expect that my like, "Congratulations on your engagement.
role in the planning of my wedding will be Thank God it's not me!" Men people are
much like my role when my fiancee and I funny that way.
Men people do not like engagements
went to Canada. She was very busy translating and generally getting things accom- because they mean that china patterns, sortplished, and I stood there smiling and nod- ing through countless horrible bands and
ding like I knew what was going on. I have D.J. 's, and being asked his opinion on things
been looking for a Groom magazine, but I about which his opinion does not matter
don't think they make one. If they did, it (see items one and two in this list) are soon
would probably be one page that said: to follow. There is one redeeming element
"Show up bn time and keep your mouth of a man's engagement: The Bachelor
shut!" Oh yeah, and "Compliment her Party! For those of you who have bee~
living under a rock, a bachel.or party is a
mother a lot!"
Women people love engagements be- device designed to ruin your marriage. It is
cause they mean that a bridal shower, china one night out with the boys for which the
patterns, a horse-drawn carriage, a cottage
(Conliritted on page. 14)
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Comedy is the
last refuge of the
nonconformist
mind.

The Arnericans -with Disabilities Act:
Diluting 't he D'r eam

I

By Kenneth Long
n 1990 President Bush signed the
Americans with Disabilities Act into
law. In short, the ADA prohibited
discrimination on the basis of disability
and required employers to make reason.:.
able accomodations for the physically
challenged. Even the conservative President Bush embraced this new federal regulation as·long overdue.
Like most federal regulations, the self- ·
ish dweebs of the world have removed the
implied element of common sense from
the law. The ADA is now the biggest ,
headache for the Equal Employment Op- ·
portunity Commission. Over 1,000 complaints under the ADA are made each
month: At last counting, only 3% of these
eases were found in favor of the plaintiff.
On paper; the ADA does not appear
to be working at all. _l_n 1986, four years
prior to the ADA, 33% of the physically
challenged were employed. In f 994, the
figure was 31 %. .Despite these grim statistics, most labor attorneys and a great
many disabled believe that the act is working.
I was director of Disabled Services at
Brigham Young University when the ADA
was signed into law. · Immediately the
school held meetings on compliance. Pay
phones were lowered, Sign Language interpreters had to be certified, and bathrooms became -accessible. Throughout
campus curb cuts and wheelchair ramps
became the norm, as did adaptive com-

puter equipment for the blind such as study
rooms and voice-compatible software. I
noticedmorephysicallychallengedpeople
around campus and in the administration,
and my own little business as an interpreter thrived.
We were richer because of it. In my
experience, the disabled contribute to every element of society. Challenge breeds
character, and I find the physically chal- ·
lenged thrive under pressure and in jobs
where inter-personal skills are necessary.
Most that I know pay careful attention to
detail, work hard, and do not use their
disabilities as a crutch.
The contradiction -between the perceiv.ed s_uccess of the ADA and the discouraging statistics is due to the ever widening definition of a "disability." The
law was designed to widen restroom stalls
and provide interpreters, yet people have
widened the definition to include those
who are overweight, stressed-out, addicted
to drugs, alcoholics, and even shy. One
man claimed his sexual "disability" made
him urinate on women's sweaters. He
could not be fired. Cases from these "disabled" make up more than 60% of the
total complaints filed. Other cases involving ·claims of mental disabilities are
questionable.
The truth of the matter is, everyone
could claim he or she is disabled, because
everyone is. The difference is that some
have learned how to manage their brains
and fit into society, others don't want to.
Some manage their stress with a mountain bike ride, others turn to the bottle or
drugs. Drug addicts pr;esently make up
the majority of cases under the ADA. They
broke the law, and by doing so made.themselves less valuable to their employer. A
disabled person, on the other hand, was
either born with_or acquired a challenge
that can't go away and many people can't
see past. The ADA was not designed to
equalize the two, nor was it meant to remove the dead-end of drug addiction.
Take, for example, my wife, who was
born deaf. She graduated with honors
from high school, the only deaf person in
Wilkin
her class. She went on to graduate from ·
Summary of California Law
college, for the most part without Sign
(13 volumes) critically examines
Language. Here in San Diego we became
and concisely states every major • apartment managers. We worked out well
for two months until the owner stopped
substantive subject in California
by to meet her. He fired us both because
law and includes discussion of
she was deaf and might not be able to talk ·
federal constitutional law, and
on
the phone {I had a beeper). She worked
many other specialty topics. No
well
without any accomodation at all. She
California lawyer should be without
this substantive treabnent of the law. , . . was good with the tenants, a talented accounta11t, and made ·phone calls to order
parts and supplies through a relay service.
As for a second example, take "Judy"
(not her real -name), a downtown paralegal. She weighs in well over her normal
weight and consumes more in a meal than
I can eat in a day. She qualifies as morbidly obese. She works in a small firm
because the big firms turned her down.
Bancroft _
Judy believes, and vocalizes in between
Reeses', that she was turned down be_Whitney
cause she is very fat. She threatens to sue
• For more information
from time to time {I think she wants a new
contact your local representative
four wheel drive). I honestly do not beSmith D. Hicks
lieve that this paralegal was not turned
(619) 454-0700
down because she is plump. But if she
was, I wonder what stops her from waddling to a gym and laying off the ice cream
* fR66 unaimotated code with each puicbase. for a while. Nor do I see why those who
abuse drugs, alcohol, or act inappropirately
(Continued on page 16) ·
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j Letters to the Editor

New Editior-in-Chief of La11' Reme·w
Gives In.sine View o_f Recent Events

O

(I.aw Review - continued from page 1)
ing the investigation, many came in response to a general invitation to all law
review members involved in the selection
process.
According to Wilson, the investiga. tion did raise questions about the selection
process. However, Wilson noted that many
applicants told her that they did not experience anything inappropriate during the interviewing.
Following the investigation, Strachan
c~ncluded that "there was sufficient evidence to believe misconduct had occurred
and that it affected the selection process at
least in -perception of fairness." Strachan
decided that the selection process had to be
redone in a manner which would "give a
reasonable person the assurance that sufficient steps were taken to independently validate the results."
On April 24, Strachan convened a
meeting of all applicants and members of
the old Board. According to Homing,
Strachan informed the Law Review members of the findings of the investigation.
Strachan_then instructed the applicants
to reYiew the selection process. The old
Board members were not involved in this
review. Strachan explained that she left the
decision of how to re-do the selection process up to those who applied to be on the
new Board. According to Strachan, the
only limitation placed on the applicants
was that they could .not simply ratify the
decision of the old Board without independently concluding that the decision was
acceptable. Strachan noted that she in. structed the applicants that they ·were free
to reach any conclusion ranging from designing a board to include all 28 applicants
or having no board at all.
In the end, a consensus was reached by
the applicants that the selections made by
the old Board would remain intact. However, two new "Assistant Editor Representative" positions were added to the Board.
These positions are unpaid and receive
no academic credit. The purpose of these
positions is to provide representation for
third and fourth year Law Review members who must perform assistant editor duties.
Strachan expressed that the decisions
she had to make in relation to the Law
Review controversy was difficult and that
she is unhappy that so many, people's feelings were hurt. She added,,however, that:
"We are a law school, and we do have to
follow the la in events like this."

n Monday, April 3, 1995, the _S an from the board.
-The applicants originally selected
Diego Law Review Volume 32
Editorial Board announced their had already begun a significant amount
selection for the next year's editorial of work in their positions.
-Further division within a group that
board (Volume 33). After the selection
was announced, allegations arose that must work together for a full ye.ar could
some of the interviews conducted by one enly negatively affect the quality of the
of the four interviewing panels involved Law Review .as a publication.
behavior completely unprofessional and The decision was arrived at by a process
unacceptable. The law school adminis- that included everyone present.
This incident was the unfortunate
tration conducted an investigation and
Cro~s Debate Continues.
determined that some of the questions consequence of the unprofessional and
Professor Leiter, as much as I would asked of some of the applicants 'by this disrespectful conduc.t of a very few. This
love to thoroughly redress your letter, space panel could not be condoned. The ad-- incident is not in any way a reflection of
doesn't warrant it. However, it seems your ministration has dealt with the individual the work of the Volume 32 Editorial
confusion arises from your conclusion that interviewers, although the specific ac- Board. The vast majority of those indi_,.
institutions (including Catholic universities) tions taken have been kept confidential. viduals had absolutely no involvement
owe some degree of "neutrality" to indi- During the actual investigation, activi- with the way certain interviews were conviduals, while denying a reciprocal neu- ties of the Law Review were suspended. ducted. They shouid be acknowledged
trality on the individual's part. UnfortuOn Monday, April 24, the adminis- and congratulated for their hard work,
nately, you failed to enlighten us as to how tration held a meeting to anno~nce its commitment, and the improvements made
you reached this conclusion.
findings. All members of the Volume 32 to the San Diego Law Review. Among
As my article said, the issue_is toler- Edit.o rial Board and all applicants for the their accomplishments were to publish
ance. You're correct when you note that Volume 33 Editorial Board positions were five issues instead of the normal four in
institutions "structure and shape" people's asked to attend. Due to the findings of order to bring the Law Review up to
lives. However, this effect is by design, not the administration regarding the impro- date, making the transition to desktop
accident. Apparently, you' ve overlooked priety of particular interviews, as well as publishing to speed up and streamline
the fact that individuals form institutions the possibility that those interviews may the -publishing process, working to perfor the purpose of "structuring and shap- have affected the actual selection pro- fect the quality of editing and bluebook
ing" people's lives. In the marketplace of cess once all four panels got together, the skills as shown in the final product, atideas, institutions provide a vehicie through administration announced that it was leav- tracting a high caliber of authors, and
which individuals affect change, and a cli- ing the selection process for the Volume possibly most important, a commitment
mate in which that change takes place. But 33 Editorial Board to the Volume 33 ap- to increasing the quality and overall numchange, by definition, cannot be neutral, plicants. The applicants were left to work ber of students published in the Law Resince neutrality merely maintains the status_ out the process with the assistance of view.
quo. Any time a view is expounded, there Judge Huffman, CA 4th Cir. Ct. of ApThis incident is also not a reflection
is no longer neutrality. Thus, neutrality, as peals Justi'ce and Adjunct Professor of on any ofthe applicants for the V6lume
you would define it, cannot be a requisite Law at USD.
33 Editorial Board. For the first time', all
for institutions, since neutrality would renThe meeting lasted late into the night third year n:iembers of the Law Review,
der an institution impoteqt in its.ability to . and many :suggestions werel discussed. not just the:~4.itori,a} boci,r~, will ,p~ ;ivorkachieve the purpose for which it was cre- All applicants had a full opportunity to ing together' to put together this publicaated. Keeping this in mind, the individual air their concerns and discuss possible tion. Further feelings of hostility and
is free to choose the institutions to which solutions -- majority vote did not decide resentment can only jeopardiz~ the abilhe will subject himself, avoiding those with . the issues. Finally, at the end of the ity of this group to work as a tea!Il to
views alien to his own. However, once he night, it was decided that the Volume 33 produce a quality pµblication. The qualhas subjected himself to a particular insti- Editorial Board would be composed of ity of the San Diego Law Review is a
tution, he has consented to the structuring the individuals originally sele~ted by the Vol- visible indication to the outs\de world of the
and shaping for which the institution was ume 32 Editorial Board, plus two additional · quality of this school and the students who
created, as well as his neutrality towards board positions to represent the concerns of attend the University ofSan Diego School of
the institution so that it may accomplish the Assistant-Editors (those third year Law Law. Every individual willing to work tothis purpose. Thus, we see how the institu- Review members who are not Board mem- ward the overall quality of the Law Review
tion, _designed for the purpose of structur- . bers.) The reasons expressed for this.decision · deserves re~pect. The behavior of a few
during some of the interviews deprived indi- L - - - - - - - ' - - - - - -- -- -ing and shaping people's lives and expound- were:
ing its founder's views, doesn't owe the
-The Volume 32 Editorial Board mem- vidual applicants, and the Law Review as a
degree of neutrality to those individual's bers participating in the original selection, whole, of the re_spect they deserve. Their
who have consented to have their lives struc- excluding those involved in the interviews in conduct was wrong. This issue has been
tured and shaped. It cannot, and at the same question, maintained that the actual decision · addressed by the administration. Those affected by the incident were able to take part
time achieve its purpose. As a result, the making process was fair.
·issue.is tolerance: How tolerant can the insti- -The Volume 32 Editorial Board was in in designing a solution. Everyone had an
opportunity to be h_eard, and at the end of the
tution be of hostile opinions, and still be able a unique position to know the work of the
to achieve its purpose.·While the institution applicants as well as the qualifications neces- meeting the result was apparently to
cannot be neutral towards hostile points of sary for each position, whereas other groups everyone's satisfaction. The Volume 33 Ediview since doing so would undermine the that were suggested to become involved did torial Board will take steps to assure that this
kind of incident does not recur.
institutions arguments, it may be tolerant of not have this _knowledge.
hostile opinions to some degree.
-The majority of applicants who were Kathryn D. Homing
Sincerely,
not originally selected stated they did not Editor-in-Chief
Tom Lewis
want to remove those who were selected Volume 33 Editorial Board

·USD Student Responds to Questionable Photo

journal showed sucli an appalling lack of
offer, you could always go. into business
To the Editors of National Jurist
judgment.
I am writing to offer some suggestions yourselves, as we have. -Those photographs
In my mind, there is nothing wrong ·
for the use of any extra photographs you inspired my circle of friends not to start our with the photographs at issue themselves.
might have left over from your cover story. own firm -- how trite that would be, we The problem that I and many others have is
Those memorable shots can be put to work realized ·once we saw those photos! No, the fact that they appeared in what purports
for you in all sorts of ways, especially for instead, we're going to start our own legal to be a professional ~journal. Had the ·
those looking for a way to pay off their phone service line: 976-LAWW. "Please photographs appeared in Playboy, I would
student loans!
·
call us ... we love to make new mends. We're simply have thought them a tastefully done·
One ·suggestion is: spread the wealth. prepared.to m~t all of your legal needs. I pictorial. In the National Jurist, I consider
You could sell..extra photos to any number can't waiffo talk to you." We're going to be them an insult to the hard work I and.every
of national and state bar journals. I'm sure rolling in cash! I've already started pinning woman before me have put into both getthey'd pay big bucks for bOth your fine dollar bills to one of my shirts.
ting a law degree, starting a legal career, and
In all seriousness, I would really like to fighting to be seen as an attorney, not as a
reporting and the photographs. Think of
how . many more dollar bills your model know what you were thinking when you woman attorney. Thanks to poor judgment ·
would have -- she would have enough to · ran those photographs, and not only· the like yours, I suddenly feel that at least in
make a whole suit instead of having to cover photo but more shots inside._ Maybe some quarters I will need to fight against
shiver her way into court·in just that .cash the "idiot alert" was off that day, but I am .women being explicitly treated as sex o~
very surprised that the people who run what jects in a professional setting, as well.
teddy, poor thing.
If the bar journals don't snap up your appears to hold itself out as a professional
I sincerely hope that you have subse-

quently realized the impact that what you did
has had on much of the law school population. I also hoj>e you are aware that you
have lost a great deal, if not all, of your
journalistic credibility with a great number
of.people.
Larissa A.J. Kehoe
University of San Diego, School of Law

The University ofSan Diego School ofLaw

The very act of
believing creates
strength of its own.
-Anonymous
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Life is what your
thoughts make it.
-Marcus Aurelius

Debate Topic: Civil rights for Gays

From the Left...

From the Right..-.

M

By Mary P. Daggett
ny of the people I've spoken to
ecently on the subject of civil rights
or homosexuals believe that the
gay and lesbian movement is trying to achieve
"special" rights . .In effect, more rights than
the general population. This is simply not
true. This is a fallacy resulting from and
promoted by a homophobic society.
Homosexuals are not asking for special
rights, they are demanding human rights.
Whether or not you are homosexual or even
agree with homosexuality, there are certain
ideals upon which our country was founded.
Among them: the right to live and work free
from harassment and the threat ofbeing fired,
the right to marry the person you love, and
the right to raise your children in,peace.
In addition, there are both economic
and moral rationales for protecting the ci vii
rights of gays and lesbians. Because the
new Republican _lawmakers seem to be focuse<lon economic and moral issues, I think
it's especially important to include that perspective in this analysis.
In his book Sex and Reason, Judge
Richard A. Posner addresses the issue of
homosexual marriage. His conclusion: the
economic benefits of gay marriages far outweigh any potential costs to society. Among
the benefits are enhanced self-esteem of
homosexuals, which leads to increased productivity. Also, permitting gay couples to
marry will also lead to more stable relationships in the gay community. Stable_rela- .
tionships mean a reduction in promiscuous
behavior and a lower rate ofHIV infection.
In the end, Judge Posner backs down,
stating that the general public's fear and
hostility toward homosexuals make it impractical to propose a societal acceptance
of gay marriages. But this is simply not the
case. Getting civil rights for homosexuals
will be an uphill battle, but where would we
be if Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King,
Jr., Malcom X, and the other great leaders of
the black civil rights movement had caved in
to public opinion? Where would we be ifthe
suffragettes had accepted the status quo?
Furthemiore, there are moral issues involved in this debate. ·Often people who
oppose civil rights for gays and lesbians defend their position on the basis that homosexual behavior is immoral. I don't agree,
but even if you do, every major Western
religion that I know of teaches respect and
tolerance. The accepting of others as they
are, not as you would have them be.
And, even if your religion tells you homosexuality is wrong, the law cannot make
that value judgement. When we start dictating law through religion, where do we stop?
Which religion do we follow? Whose interpretation of God do we choose?
. Finally, our country was founded on the
idea that our differences are our strength.
The idea that only through the free exchange
of ideas can truth emerge has served as a
cornerstone for our society. By allowing.
gays and lesbians to participate in this dialogue, without fear of repercussion, we can
grow as a nation and be a better people for it.
In our society, people have the right to
their own opinions, and every person has a
right to express his or her opinion. What we .
don't have a right to do is to impose our
private value judgements on others. Civil
rights for homosexuals makes sense at all
levels. Not only will it benefit our society
both socially and economically, it's also the
right thing to do.

Q

Conformity

He always wanted to say things. But no
one understood.
He always wanted to explain things. But
no one cared.
So he drew.
Sometimes he would draw and it wasn't
anything. He wanted to carve it in stone or
write it in the sky.
He would lie out on the _grass and look up
in the sky and it would be only him and
the sky and the things inside that needed
saying.
And it was after that, that he drew the
picture. It was a beautiful picture.
And when it was dark, and his eyes were
closed, he could still see it.
And it was all of him. And he loved it.
When he started school he brought it with '
him. Not to show anyone, but just to have
·
with him like a friend.
It was funny about school.
He sat in a square, brown room. Like all
of the other rooms:'And if was tight and
close and stiff.
·
He hated to hold the pencil and chalk,
with his arm stiff and his feet flat on the
floor, stiff, with the teacher watching and
watching.
And then he had to write the numbers.
And they weren't anything. They were
worse t_han the letters that could be
something if you put them all together.
And the numbers were tightand square
and he hated the whole thing.
The teacher came and spoke to him, She
told him to wear a tie like all the other
boys. He didn't like them.
She S<!-id it didn't matter.
After that they drew. And he drew all
yellow and .it was the way he felt about
morning. And it was beautiful.
The teacher came and smiled at him.
"What's this," she said. "Why don't you
' draw something like Ken's drawing?"
"Isn't that beautiful?"
It was all questions.
After that his mother bought him a tie and
he always drew airplanes and rocket ships
like everyone else.
And he threw his old picture away.
And when he lay out alone looking at the
sky, it was big and blue and all of
everthing, but he wasn't anymore.
He was square inside and brown, and his
hands were stiff, and he was like everyone
else. And the thing inside that needed
saying dido 't need saying anymore.
It has stopped pushing.
It was crushed.
Stiff.
Like everything else ..

This was an English assignment for a high
school senior. Two weeks after writing
this, the young man committed suicide.

By Tom Lewis and Jim Swiderski
minimize the risk of personal co!lflicts ine of the consequences of the AIDS terfering with the completion of the project,
pidemic has been the exploitation team A is the best choice. While a skillful
of the disease by homosexual ac- manager in the above hypothetical might
tivists to promulgate gay ·"rights." The . be able to deal with the conflicts that would
gay community recognizes that the Ameri- result in group B; the fact remains that her
can people have a "soft spot" for the un- doing so would necessarily ~etract from
derdog, and have sought to exploit this her ability to supervise the more substanvulnerability by framing their agenda as tive aspects of the project. Given that the
one of "civil rights." They have manager's time is a finite resource, every
downplayed the fact that homosexuality is hoor ·spent counseling employees on the
defined by an inclination and behavior, · virtues of diversity is an hour that is not
and have sought to identify their "plight" spent on tasks more directly related to the
with that of groups with immutable physi- team's l,ISsigned task.
This tradeoff between efficiency and
cal characteristics. Without addressing the
merits of affording special rights ·to a be- diversity can already be seen on a grand
havior, the focus of this column is on the scale in the armed forces today. In its
reaction to the problems brought to light
issue of gays in the. military.
It may be hard for liberals to realize, by the recent Tailhook sex scandal, the
but the ·military is neither a social experi- Navy. has spent countless thousands of
ment, ilor a laboratory to test out whatever managerial man-hours in an attempt to
trends happen to be politically correct at · bring about a change in the attitudes of its
the time. The military is unique among · male personnel with respect to sexual haemployers, in that its mission is to kill rassntent in the workplace. The simple
people, blow things up, and defend the f~ct is, if women had never been allowed
sovereignty of our nation. It accomplishes in the ar:nted forces to begin with, none of
this mission through a unique synergy of this would be necessary, and these manatechnology; morale, discipline, fitness, gerial man-hours would have been spent
training, and cohesiv~ness. The loss or " on other concerns, such as inspecting maindiminution of any o( these factors is detri- tenance records, planning training, etc.,
mental to the military's ability to accom- more closely related to the accomplish~
plish its .mission. ·Thus, the rationale be- ment of the inilitary's assigned mission.
hind the military's ban on, homosexuals is ' . Allowi~g homosexuals to serve openly
in the armed ·forces' would orily serve to
based upon th,e followi·ng two premises:
t) .. The, more homogenous a -team, force a furtherdistraction·ofthe·commands'
with respect to the composition of its mem- attention away from their primary responbers, the more likely its members will work sibility of insuring military preparedness.
well with each other, and
While it is true that the military has been
2) The better a team works together, required in the past to do precisely the
the more successful it will be at ·accom- same thing with respect to the integration
plishing its assigned task.
of blacks and women into the armed forces,
Anyone who has ever been in a ·posi- in those cases, there was a clear mandate
tion of management recognizes the simple from society that it be undertaken. The
truth that a workplace in which the mem- decision was made that the idea of promot- bers like each other and generally get along ing racial and sexual equality was so much
is likely to be more productive than one .a part of the ideals that this country stands
which is torn apart by personal conflicts for, we were willing to sacrifice the effibetween fellow employees. An effective ciency of our military forces in order to
manager also recognizes that the more ho- achieve it.
Can the same be said of promoting
mogenous a particular team is, with respect to the composition Qf its members, homosexual rights? It is hard to argue that
.the more likely that team is to work well there is any clear mandate from the Ameritogether. Consider the following hypo- can people to further the cause of homothetical:
.A
s e x u a l
manager
in
"rights." To
charge of two
the conteams is astrary,
_a
signed a task by
number of
her supervisor.
states today
The task restill have
quires only one
laws on the
Of her teams.
Each of the
teams is com- ·
prised of' I 0 to,'.,... .
workers, and ; · ·
·~~Jli.5~~
;c. crime, the .
1
each is other- .' '. ,,
'
~ Constituwise equal with
.' tionality of
the exception r·>
'which .was
that team A is
upheld by
comprised of
the
Sumembers who are of the same race, reli- preme Court in Bowers v. Hardwick.
gion, gender, and sexual orientation and
In offering this argument, I do not
team B is comprised of 5 black women (3 deny that gays could perform the tasks
of which are homosexual) ·and -5 white associated with the military, but rather that
males (2 of which arencist and 3 of which . their open presence would necessarily diare ex-Marine homophobes and self pro- minish the cohesiveness' and morale necclaimed male chauvinist pigs). Assuming essary for the accomplishment of the_
the manager's sole concern was the suc- rriilitary's mission. In addition, an open
cessful accomplishment of the assigned gay policy would add nothing in the way
task, it is obvious that if she wishes to . of furthering military preparedness.
·' .
~
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engaged man will spend his entire married life apologizing. That is, of
course, if she st-ill agrees to marry him.
For the next gazillion years following
the bachelor party, the guy will be saying things like, " But honey, it wasn't
my i~ea. How was I supposed to know
the guys had that planned?'' I will
trust that your imagination can figure
out what that is. For the man person,
the bachelor party is fun, engagement
is· not. Men people do not like to be
engaged.
The final note on all of this is that
whether you end up in Las Vegas fighting over whether or not to put up the
extra twenty bucks to be married by
the Elvis Iriipersonator, or get to have
a big, glamorous, Disneyland wedding,
engagement still usually ends up ii)
marriage. I say usually because some
people, usually men people, get scared
off in the planning process. These
people are held up as cult heroes at'
future bachelor parties. They tell stories of how they got out, like they had
escaped from a Turkish prison.
These same men people will al.so
·end up as a pin cushion at fuiure bridal
showers. The brides-in-training .gathered there-will tell their tales .and have

eerie background music like children
telling ghost storie.s around a campfire . " ... and when the priest said 'Do
you take this woman to be your lawfully wedded wife?' a big hook came
out of the groom's heart and gouged
out the bride's eyes." (General gasps
and oohs and aahs).
But if you do stick it out, you end
up married. Engaged people like to ·
be married people. The wedding is
like that part of a tria!hl~n where you
ride the bike. You've just swam 2
miles in shark infested water and you
know there ' s a 4,000 mile run ahead,
but for now you're just cruising on
the bike. lt's like a little oasis where
everything is okay. ·
At the wedding. you laugh quietly
to each otbe( about -how cheap your
guests . are and you dance the night
away. You dance and gaze into each
other's eyes as the music beats softly
over the faint sound of the bride's father sobbing over the bar tab.
Editor's note: despite /Job's assertion that engaged people like to be'
married people, he and Ann have yet
to · set a date ahd are talking about
"sometime afte~ graduation" whieh is
in 1997.

·J->opulai Professor
Says Good-Bye to
U SD Students

M.

(ADA - Contirmed from page 11 )

any studen_ts, both present and
former, in the past week have
asked. about the various rumors apparently in circulation
concerninig my whereabouts next year.
For those interested, here is w~ere
things stand: I have accepted a tenure
track postition for the fall at the University of Texas at Austin School of
Law. (with a secondary appointment
in UT dept. of philos9phy). While I
shall very much miss the many terri fic
students I have had the pleasure of having in class, the last two years here at
USO, this new position presented some
unique professional opportunites that
were too good to pass up. · Students
who need to reach me in the fall (concerning written work, letters of reference, · etc.) can contact me at: University of Texas School of Law, 727 East
26th Street Austin, Texas, 78705;
(512) 471-5151; email bleiter@mail.la_w .utexas.edu or
bleiter@mail.utexas.edu. Thqse who
find ·themselves in Austin should be
sure to' stop in and say heHo!
Sincerely,
.
Brian·Leiter, Assistant Professor of Law

can't accept the natural consequences
of their choices. That is the crucial
distinction between them and the legitimately disabled: incorrect choices.
In times past you faced the consequences for choosing wrong, now it is
a way into court and a free ride to
paid vacation.
·
The · disabled who sue are often
forced to take a back seat to tg cok~
heads, obese people, and even the man
who feels compelled to urinate on
women's sweaters. Many of them, like
my wife, refuse to sue and continue
on with other jobs and studies, The
disabled have a long history discrimination, one that goes well beyond ancient times. They can and will overcome.
My real fear is that the new Congress, as it eliminates costly regulations from Government, might look at
the ADA. They will see more than
the long overdue law that allowed
people in wheelchairs to g~ t a foot· in
the door with everyone else. They
may see a law that allows drug-heads,
crazy folks, fat people, and wierd men
who expose themselves to collect huge
judgements and burden businesses.
·Congress . may raise the ax. But if
they do, they may take away a valuable tool for th,e legitimately disabled
to earn the employment they deserve.

Mail or Fax this
form today.
Need more answers?
Call (619) 232-3486

Read the paper that covers the law bet-

cut here
--------------r----------- ~
~ ·------------------~--------- ,
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You see things and you say
"Why7" But I dream things
that never were; and I say,
"Why Not7"
. -George Bernard Shaw

Law School Soccer Team Undefeated

If you're interested in a career in litiBy Christine Keating ··
gation, the trial team could be your chance
The USO Law Pro Bono team particito hone your skills early, and not at the pated in the Seventh Annual MS Walk for
expense of a clie_nt. Membership on the Multiple Sclerosis on Sunday, April 2. Our
national trial team is open to all second, team successfully raised $832.50, surpass. third and fourth year law students. In late ing our $750.00 fund raising goal. Funds
September, the following competitions will raised benefit efforts to find the cause and
be held to select-second year students as a cure for Multiple Sclerosis, a disease of
witnesses and third or"fourth year students the central nervous system.
.
as advocates for the 1995-96 school year:
· Walk participants chose from five and
Closing Argument Competition: Second _ten mile routes along the San Diego Bay.
year students are encouraged to participate At the finish line, walker8-were treated to
in a closing argument competition which lunch provided by Walk sponsors. ParticiBack Row: Mike Ba'rmetiler, Brian Barnes, Rudy Perrino, Alexis Gutierrez.,
requires each student to prepare and present pants also received "goodie bags" filled
Ben Moore, Bob Karwin. Front Row: Patrick Sullivan, Craig Mann, Jirn Ballard,
a ten minute closing argument. The com- with a variety of coupons .and products.
Cesar Luna, Steve Free/,and, Andy Fisher and Tnwnd Dinh
petition will be judged by current and past . The festival atmosphere included live mu- 1--------------------------------trial team members and -up to six second sic, a rescue demonstration by the Coast
grilling poor, unsuspecting high school stuyear students will be selected as witnesses Guard, and a dunk tank. Members of our
dents until they broke down in tears. That,
for the team.
team'especially enjoyed·dunking the Mount
By John Safyurtlu
in and of itself, made the entire experience
Barristers' Society Mini-Trial Competition: - Carmel High School Basketball players who
·
·
Well, OK; it's my last semester here · worthwhile.
Third and fourth' year students are invited . braved the icy water and cool breeze to
at USD, so I guess It kiitd of makes sense
On the more ·serious. side, the LRE
to compete in the Barristers' Society Mini- · entertain walkers!
that I get tapped to do the PAD update for program is a valuable tool and was a unique
Trial Competition which requires students
Thank yoti to the USO Law Pro Bono
this last issue of M~tions. ..Her~ ~oes:
. experience. We got a chance to pass on
to prepare and present an abbreviated trial ·.Team for your hard work; your fund raising
01Lthe professional stde, 1t s been a '· some of what we learned, and, occasionsimilar to those done in ·Lawyering Skills efforts are greatly appreciated. In addition,
busy semester. As ~veryone by now ~ows ally, made a bit ofan impact. For me, the
II. Trial team alumni will judge the compe- special thanks go to the following people . (unless ·you were m a coma and neither high point was at Coronado High .School,
tition and choose up to six new members who helped make tlµs event a success:
checked your boxes nor .read the flyers) when two students came up to me after
for the team.
·
Pro Bono Legal Advocates Board
PAD s~nsore~ the Practice P~ofiles Lee- class and we spent their entire -lunch peIn fall 1995, new third year students Susan Sabisch Benson
~re Senes. This was the fi~t time we ever riod talking about law school. The next
will compete in the San Diego Defense Jae-(:lee Choi
tned such
a program, and
· 't to corona
· do, the two
.
. 1t was a great day, on a repeat v1s1
Lawyers competition and second year mem- Jim Chrisman
.success. Over the last six weeks we were students again approached me and told me
bers will assist the Tournament of Champi- Diane Churchill
fo~un~te enough to h~ve som~ of San that they had decided to go to law school.
ons team prepare for competition and may Barry Creary
~·~go ~ foremost. practione~ give us an Although l gave them the standard disparticipate in the San Diego Defense Law- Professor Hartwell
ms1der s .perspective on their ·branch of claimer ("Don't do it! _L aw school
yers Competition as witnesses. In spring Professor Lee
. law.. Top1~s <;ove~ed were Co1:J>o~ate Law, sucks!!"), I was personally moved to have
1996, each trial team member will compete Mike Mc~orrpick
family.Law,.WhtteCollarCnmmalLaw, be.
·fl
· . th
t
tud t •
d h US
enanm uencem ese wos ens
· c ··· 1 L · ·
S tate"
in either the ABA Texas Young Latvyers Emily Millar .
. . -. r1ves. Other Iaw students who part1c1pa
· · ted
Offi
·aw;
Att an. tit e· both
Att · · ,nmma
Competition, the ATLA Western Regional Analee Nations ·
O~ey ·S · • ICe. . omeys rom
.
in the program reported similar experiCompetitign, or the ABA Criminal Law Rich Stout
..the pnvate and pubhc sector shared their
·
·
ences.
·
Invitational Competition. Spring 1996 com~
experiences with students, answered quesUSD's McCormick Chapter had 22
petitions are scheduled to be held in Sacra- fessor Corky Wharton at extension 2348 or
tions; dispelled myths and told a few war
law students participate in.the LRE Promento, Miami, Chicago and Austin.
track down current trial team members and
stories. ln the end, students considering
gram, visiting six high schools in San DiIf you would like more iQformation on .pick_their brains about their experiences. . entering tJtos~ areas of practice caineaway ego during March ,~nd April.
the national ·mock .trial team, contact Pro- Next seme.ster, keep your eye on "Sideb.ar" -: with a better understanding·of what it re7
Socially, pAD sponsored the Boat
for announcements of -outs!
·
ally was like to be a corpo
· rate attom~y. or
Cruise and then held Shamrock II . . Both
what it meant to be a D.A., Qr the best way
parties· were great successes. PAD also
to prepare for a careeras a U.S. Attorney. supported PILF's Race Judicata, and tied
The other professional program this 'ALSA's in Broomhall.
semester was our·Legal Related Education
I know that the rest of this year's ex(LRE) Program. PAD, in conjunction with ecutive board, as well as ~II of USD's
the U.S. Department of Justice Office of PAD members,joins me in wishing them
Juvenile Delinquency ·Prevention, has well; 1 hope:: they have as good a time
sponsored this program since 1979. The running the show next year as we did this
LRE Program is a chancefor law students
year (w~'re in the running for Chapter of
to give back to the community by teaching the Year).
high school students about the law. After
For those of us graduating in May,
a brief training session, students were ready congratulations and I'll see you at that
to go out and do battle, using any one of little "quiz" in July. For those of you still
the 40-plus prepared lesson plans. One of slugging it out here: hang on _ although it
the most popular topics was the applica- may be hard to believe, the light at the end
tion of Fourth Amendment search and se1of the tunnel is not the headlight of an
zure protections to on-campus locker.
oncoming train. It's been fun, USO. As
searches, third-party consensual searches,
with so many things, hello, and goodbye.
or random blood tests. Other popular topics were the application of the First Amendment to snident speech on·campus, sexual
harassment in a school setting, what constitutes stalking, and the applicability of
drug and alcohol laws to minors.
The USO team came home with the trophy the waters ofthe Ozoonio River, a hypoAll of these topics were covered in
for best national team in the 1995 Jessup thetical transborder river. Environmental
lesson plans which included ·step-by-step
International Law Competition held last week liability concerns and riparian rights were
instructions fo the student as to how to .5fll stuJmtS are inuited to attend astarCh comin Philadelphia. After placing first in the argued.
·
conduct the class discussion, c~nned ques- mittu mating to express l/ieir views about du:
1995 Jessup Regionals in Portland during
Speaking on behalf of the team, coach
tions and the answers to those questions
March, the USO Jessup Team. went on to Cory King emphasized, "We all consider the
qwlitits andfWlifications about du: '1Jnivtrsity's
(including
the applicable law), and handface other regional and international winners trip to Philadelphia and the United Nations
out materials. Each lesson plan centered next c:Pi'OVost. _7lre starCh will btgin next ~
in Philadelphia. Team member Elizabeth to be the highlight of our law school care\!rs.
around a hypothetical situation right out of StuJmts may voice their opinions on JHay 10
Pollock won the third best oralist award in We are grateful to USO for giving us the
a law school exam, and the class was to be at noon in ~ttr 202, pculty at 10 am.
the world.
opportunity to meet and compete against the
conducted in the great law school tradition . 71wse -unable to attend may 111rite to c:Proltssor
The team competed in the final four best in the world."
of
the Socratic Method. This gave all ofus '
internationally and were the first place team
USO congratulates the Jessup Moot ·
participating
in the program the chance to c:Paul 2/orton. Cbait-, c:Pruvost Starch Comnationally. In a field of 140 U.S. schools and Court team of Elizabeth Pollock, Joseph
exercise our sickest, most Professor mittu, Sdwol of ,Caw.
350 schools worldwide, USO bested Emory ·Daley, William Kuebler, James Swiderski
. Kingsfield-like, Paper Chase fantasies by
for the U. S. National Championship. The ,and coach Cory J. King.
case argued concerned the development and
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Jena Kirsh's "Sit Down Stand Up."

T

he following was delivered by Jena
Kirsh at the law school talent show
on Friday, April 21. If you weren't
there, here is asample of what you missed.
Even the non-law students in the crowd
found this routine funny.

Jena Kinh in action

So rm almost through with almost two years
oflaw school, and 1. have to admit there are
still a few things ·that have me
absolutelypuzzled...
Where the hell is Blackacre?
If obscene speech is unprotected, does that
mean it's constitutional so long as y~u use
a condom?
· Do you need an exorcist to get rid of an
adve..Se possession?
If it's "moot" court, what's the point?

Do you need special training to win best
oralist or does it just take experience?
If a lawyer brings a motion to quash and a
motion to strike, can the other side charge
assault and battery?
It's the '90's. Why isn't there a coQrse in
Dysfunctional Faf!lily Law or Unsafe Sex
Discrimination or Pseudo-intellectual property?
Shouldn't Employment Discrimination be
called Unemployment Discrimination?
Couldn't we argue lhat our GPA is void
because we take our exams under duress?
If we can't void our GPA's, can we at least
sue the law school for intentional infliction
of emotional distress?
Why can't we get credit for Bar Review?

Drinking and standing around talking io
future lawyers has to be good for at
least 2 units in the real world when we're
on the flip side of the recruiting process.
lflawyef'S are supposed to guard confidences,
how come there's always plenty of grist for
the old gossip mill?
If you wake up in the middle of an in rem
proceeding, will you remember your dreams?
Who has a dog or cat with a better handle
o~ territorial jurisdietion than you do?
If you apply the exclusionary rule are you
guilty of a breach of etiquette?
If the whole world knows law school is
supposed to be really hard, how come everyone thinks we have time to know what's
up with OJ?
·

(Talent show - continued from page I)
student answered every ·q uestion with a Maimon Schwarzschild. "I'm the most
string of out-of-context buzzwords. intelligent man I know. I'm certainly
Another student responded to the pro- the smartest man you've ever met. I
fessors hypo by posing one of her own, have dual citizenship and my body can
which nobody could follow. Another make the m,:>st amazing contortions
student couldn't answer a question .be- known to man." In keeping with her
cause, "I'm scared beyond the capacity character, she proceeded to ask quesfor rational thought."
tions · that seemed designed more to
The next skit had three students demonstrate intellectual prowess than
interviewing. The first student, Sheila elicit an informative response.
One student's portrayal of profesMahmoudi, 2L, talked so fast the interviewers couldn't ask any questions, ~or Cynthia Lee was almost eerie. Prohanding the interviewers her resume fessor Lee seemed to come to· life
every IO seconds: "did I give you a whenever the student spoke. Sheila
copy of my resume?" When they asked Mahmoudi was the voice of professor
how she was able to work, be on law Nolan, portrayed by a stuffed bunny.
review, do community service, and·get The bunny usually represents profesgood grades, she replied, "I drink lots sor Ursin, but they are essentially the
same person, Sheila said. Alison ·
of coffee and never sleep."
The second student had negative Cohen was· professor Emily Sherwin,
self-esteem. Her hair covered her face, whose only response was a variation
and her resume only had a first name. on the theme: "That' s a very good quesWhen asked if she had a last name, all tion, but I'm afraid I'll have to get
·
she could say was: " yeah, ye ah. " back to you on that one."
"Let's move on," ·t he interviewer said.
In an event that is on its way to
When asked about her grades, she be- becoming a tradition, Belinda Etezad
gan to have a nervous breakdown.
Rachman, Co~producer and caterer,
The third student, Larissa, was an ·sang Gershwin's "Someone to Watch
Cesar Luna, Norlry Cisneros and Professor Bejar performing in the Talent Show
expert litigator, on law review, and had over Me" while showing slides of varidone every moot court and won every ous professors, with Frank Engfelt fea- ing acoustic guita"r. They were joined when the nights are cold and lonely.
award. Unfortunately, the firm didn ' t tured as her main attraction. Every by professor Jan Bejar, whose intimate Stand by your dean,
need a litigator. But that didn't stop time his picture was on the screen, the ·solo felt· like he was sharing a part of and show the world she ain't mean.
her. She began questioning them, con- crowd cheered. As happened last year, his soul. Norby and .Cesar were very Keep given all the stuff that's green.
cluding with: "Isn't it in fact the case the slide projector refused to work at honored to have Professor Bejar play Stand by your dean.
that I am hired?" She got the job.
first. But unlike last year, she didn't with them, Sheila Mahmoudi said.
The talent show has evolved sev- have to resort to shadow hand puppets. They played songs from Cuba and Peru.
The award for best performance
eral traditions. One is a take-off on After hearing about being immortal- Later ·they showed how the Beatles by an audience member goes to Prothe Dating Game, whicfl gives students ized last year, Frank Engfelt and fam- stole from the Mexicans, going back fessor Brian Leiter, ·whose infectious
a chance to imitate their "favorite" pro- ily showed up to see for themselves.
and forth between "La Bamba" and laughtetrled the audience during the
Norby Cisneros and Cesar Luna "Twist and Shout."
fessors. ' This year, Larissa Kehoe gave
"Dating Game" and "IL" skits. He
an inspired performance as professor also made a return engagement play· Robin FeJix and Alison Cohen gave seemed to especially like the imitathe audience a little taste ofbroadway, tions of his colleagues Professors
singing songs from "The Phantom of Schwartzchild and . Lee., "The rabbit
was good too," he said. Professor
The Opera" in costume.
Another tradition is for the SBA Leiter seems to have the last laugh, he
president .to imitate the dean. L1tst is moving to th~ University of Texas
year, president Brad Fields put on a at Austin next year. We wanted to do
dress and carried a bottle of wine in an imitation of him next year, Sheila
one hand and credit cards in the other. said.
The SBA donated over $500 for
However, thi~ year, Jena Kirsch wrote
and sang the following song in the beer and food. A group of students
Dean's honor, sung to the tune of stayed a few hours after th~ show, eat· Tammy Wynette's ''Stand by Your ing leftover food,, drinking, . and jamMan":
··
ming, Sheila said.
Janet Lee said she had to be coerced into being in the- show, but it
Sometimes its hard to be a student,
was fun to do. "It's a creative outlet,
givin' all your time to study law.
more people should get involved," she
You'll be in a sad state,
said.
the Dean has court dates,
You get to see another side of your
defe.ndin' purchases you don't underclass mates, ·Sheila said. "I didn't know
stand.
Despite the judgment, you 'II forgive Jena was so funny - that she did stand up."
President-elect Dave Krause was
her.
Even though your tuition's bound to impressive, -Lee said. "He was very
funny, even though he's known for bense.
ing so serious.~
But if you know her, be proud of her.
Larissa did a good job writing the
Cause after all, she's just a dean.
skits and e.v eryone improvised his/her
part in rehearsal, Sheila said. This
Stand by your dean.
year the skits had planned endings, last
Give her mascara to peek through,
ydr everyone was really drunk and
-and an expense account to cling to,
they just went on and on.
Belinda Rachman coruurts with Profwur Engfelt and his wife at the Talent Show
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